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This thesis is an examination of the Air-to- Air engage-
ment models in the Naval Warfare Gaming System installed at
the Center for War Gaming, Naval War Collage, Newport, P.hcde
Island. Descriptive narrative and flow charts derived
directly from the computer code are included. Qualitative
evaluation of the models and their documentation is provided
from both an operational and an analytical point of view.
Problem areas and discrepancies are identified and specific
recommendations for model improvement are discussed. The
intent is to provide a course of action for the Center for
War Gaming to use in modifying the existing Air-to- Air
engagement routines in order to produce reasonable and mere
realistic outputs for war gaming. General recommendations
concerning future development for additional modeling levels
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"War gaiH^s,... ,,are extremeiv useful -cols for studying
warfare but are less aborcpriate, Derhaos ever.
misleading, for invest igatinq some questions. Our
under stancina of war cam es and' what we can learn from
them lag behind their growing pooularity."
This quote, taken frcm an article written by Frederick
D. Thompson and printed in the October 1983 U.S. Naval
Institute PRO CEEDINGS, exemplifies the need for ongoing
study and validation of all war gaming systems. The same
article tcints out that war game learning depends upon the
game's resemblance to the real world. Ana even whan the
resemblance is great, success in a war game does net equate
to success in tha real world.
Given the many artificialities inherent in a war game,
tha next most obvious hurdle to overcome is determining the
reliability of the underlying assumptions and battle simula-
tion models. War game objectives are critical to the deter-
mination of the required level of model realism. And to
derive reliable conclusions about tactics and strat-^aies
demands reliable, sensitive models. Even good war game
models will not provide ail of the answers, but if tha
underlying models are of unknown or poor quality, then the
game play may only provide misleading results.
Even when war games are used for decision maker
training, it is important that the decision maker observes
reasonable outcomes as a result of his decisions.
Otherwise, the war gaming system and the entire war gaming





Computerized war gaming will never be a satisfactory
replacement for underway maneuvers and exercises but car.
certainlv prove tc ba a valuable adjunct to -nam.
Eegardless of the purpose cf a particular war game, the
rasults obtained can cnly be as good as the assumptions and
models that make up the game. For this reason, the verifi-
cation, validation and modification of existing war games
must b^ an ongoing effort.
B. NAVAI WARFARE GATING SYSTEM
1 . N.*GS Description
The Naval Warfare Gaming System (NWGS) is an inter-
active data base3 computerized war gaming system, designed
by the Computer Sciences Corporation of Moorestown, Mew
Jersey, under U.S. Navy contract. It was developed for the
Center fcr War Gaming at the Naval War Collage in Newport,
F.hoda Island. Irs purpose is tc provide realistic interac-
tive computerized war gaming for the Naval War College
students. Commander in Chiefs and Fleet staffs. &WGS appli-
cations niay include rehearsal o; leet operations or exer-
cises evaluation cf both strategic and tactical war plans,
analysis of existing and proposed tactics and improved
education and training for U.S. Navy and Military decision
makers.
The central computer facility for NWGS is a
Honeywell Hultics Laval 68 Multiprocessing Computer System.
The interactive display systems consist of Sanders
Associates, Incorporated, high resolution, color graphics
displays. At tha Canter for War Gaming, there are 22 inter-
active console stations in the Coordinator Area and one
station in each of the 2 2 Command Canters for the game
players, for a total of ^ stations. Individual console
stations in the Coordinator area are linked to the Command
1 1

Canters by computer, teletype and voice communications.
Currently, there are remote console stations located at
CINCPACfLT Headquarters in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and for
CINCLANTFLT use in Dam Neck, Virginia. An additional remote
unit is to te installed at the Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, California in FY 35. Additionally the two Fleet
Training Groups located in Dam Neck., Virginia and San Diego,
Calif crr.ia era scheduled to have a stand alone NWGS capa-
bility by FY87.
The Naval Warfare Gaming System software consists of
seme 990 subroutines/procedures written in the high level
programming language, Programming Language One (PL/I).
Approximately 156,000 lines of executable PL/I code make up
these procedures. There are about 50,0 JO lines of code in
170 procedures that define the warfare area models alone.
2. NWGS Sames and Objectives
The NWGS is designed to support two major categories
of games: Command-level Games and Student-level games.
2oth types of games may be played at different levels of
interaction, from unit versus unit, on up to global multi-
task force conflict.
The Command- level James, also known as fleet games,
are operational war games and are the type most, frequently
played. They are generally sponsored by -heater commander,
school commands, Department of Defense Agencies or academic
departments of the Naval War College. Their objectives
include: gaining tactical decision making experience, eval-
uating operational concepts and plans, rehearsing at sea
operations and supporting the Naval War College Curriculum.
Problems of Command, Control and decision making for Naval
forces in theater level operations are the key interests of
thes^ games. The Command-level aames are the most extensive
in scope and duration. Lasting from one day to several
12

week?, cnly one of these games can be played at a time. A
Command game may be one-, two-, or multi-sided and may focus
en a specific warfare area or encompass multiple warfare
areas. Since these games generally entail large amounts of
data and ccirplex organizational structure, a ccr.ircl croup
of umpires and console op=rators is required to monitor the
players progress and assist them in game play.
The St u d en t — le ve 1 Games are of two tvoesc full-
scale games played at the Naval Task Force level and
one-cn-one engagements played at the individual unit level.
The Student games are less extensive in scope than the
Command games and are played in support of the Naval War
College curriculum. Their primary gz>al is to enhance the
trozessicr.aj.rsm or cerational commanders. The
Student full-seal-? cames provide players the opportunity tc
act as a -ask group cr task force commander and staff. \
single moderator provides the control group function and
ensures 4-V ;+ _the teaching objectives are achieved.
Student full-scale games may be played at one time with each
lasting from u to 8 hours of game play. The St ud ent
cne—on-one oames may ce played using players versus players
cr players versus the computer. These cne-on-one games
allow the players to act as commanding officers of fcrces or
units making decisions in the Naval tactical environment.
One-cn-one games last approximately one to four hours of
real time. Ten player versus player or twenty computer
opposed games may be played simultaneously.
3 • N3GS De sian Feat ur e
s
The Naval Warfare Gaming System takes advantage of
three general modeling and war game concepts in order to
provide the flexibility required by a war gaming system that
will yield realistic representations of both unit versus
unit and aiobal level conflict. These features are: use of
13

families cf medals, tsi of data based modeling and doctrinal
contrcl cf forces.
A family Df models is a sat of models in which = ach
model is a representation cf an identical phenomenon, but
uses a different level of detail or complexity in its simu-
lation cf the phencnenon. Only one model level from a
particular family can be used in a given situation. Usa of
this concept supports the requirement for different levels
cf detail and realise. NWGS provides for three levels of
modeling detail throughout its software structure. Some of
the modeled areas currently have only two levels available.
The leval cf detail for game play is determined by the type
of game and by the game sponsor's goals and objectives for
the gama. Laval one is the least dataiied and lavels two
and three are each mere cemplex or da-ailed in structure.
The gama prsparator selects the level of modeling dafaii to
be used in game play during the game preparation phase.
D^ta basad modeling is the usa of table lock-up in
an cperaticnal rrodel to access the appropriate parameter
valuas fcr the specific simulation situation. The war game
data tanies are generally compiled from a master data base
which contains all cf the pessibia game entities and tha
descriptive parameter values necessary to fully define each
particular entity or factor in the modal. Use of this
modeling cencept and tha medal's resultant inherent gener-
ality provide NWGS with tremendous flexibility, longevity of
software and reduced computation times. All models arc
highly dependent on their data base parameter values. The
flexibility provided by this method allows for unlimited
scenario possibilities, as well as the capability to use
exparimantal or futuristic weapon systems and platforirs in
war gams evaluations. The NWGS uses the Master Entity Data
Base (MZDB) to maintain the incredible number of parameters
fcr every platform, weapon system and projectile that can b°
"U

used by ths gaming system. For example, the MEDB includes:
fuel usage rates for each ship and aircraft type, single
shot probabilities of kill for every possible
weapon-- ar get- launcher combination and even fac-ncrs of
weapen system degradation in a Jamming environment.
In NW3S, the doctrinal control of forces is a series
of individual action crders or instructions to game entities
issued by the player, which are linked together tc evoke a
series of actions by the particular unit or units. This
feature alleviates seme of the work load of monitoring and
controlling directly all elements under the player's
command. By selecting the appropriate doctrine a player can
create pre-planned missions and ce freed from having tc
enter numerous tactical commands. An example might be an
air defense doctrine that would cause Combat Air Patrol
aircraft to maintain individual stations and to intercept
and engage ary unknown targets approaching within 300 miles
at speeds greater than 500 knots. This sort of doctrinal
control leaves the player free to monitor foroes and make
laraer scale decisions.
4. NWGS 3oeratd.cnal Data Struoture
The NWGS operational data structure refers to the
general underlying filing system which allows NWGS to
perform the many reguired phases of war gaming. These
phases range from pre-game preparation to post-game anal-
ysis. The NWGS operational data structure consists of one-
permanent and four temporary files. These files are:
•The faster Data Ease File containing ail NWGS software,
the Master Entity Data Base and the world map data.
• The Game Desian File. containing the game specific
rregame scenario, objectives and initial conditions
supplied by the game sponsor.
15

• The Game Play. File containing the game specific
software, game specific entities, environment, game
plans, geographic start points and initial conditions.
It is created during game preparation from information
in the previous two files.
• The Game Data File containing game specific information
detailing the current game status for ail game entities
and events, such as platform positions, defections and
level of battle carnage.
• The Game History File containing all reported data and
event information needed to replay the game for pest
game analysis.
5 . N WGS 'Ao d el in a, Structure
NWGS models are grouped into modules of closely
related areas of Naval operations and warfare simulation.
Within each module, the families cf models for specific
events -rovide two or three levels of realism or detail.
There are eight general categories of modules that form the
NWGS modeling structure. [ Sef . 3 J These categories are:
• The General Hsk£fj|r§. A^^l^ modules, which simulate the
activities cf forces engaged in Submarine Warfare, Mine
Warfare, Amphibious Warfare, Surface Warfare and
Anti-Submarine Warfare.
• The Kinematics module which simulates force and unit
movement according to individual platform parameters.
• The Intelligence and Communications modules which deter-
mine player access to game information through simula-




• The Detection modules which simulate the activity of all
sensors, both active and passive and generate detections
and lost contacts.
• The logistics module which simulates the availability,
consumption and replenishment of fuel, ammunition and
supplies.
• The Air Op e_ r at ions modules which simulates the specifics
of Naval Air operations on and around an Aircraft
Carrier or land rase.
• The Engagement modules which simulate the
Anti-Air-Warfare interactions: Air- to-Sur face,
S ur face-to- Air ard Air-to-Air targeting and engagements.
The Battle Dam ige A_ss_essm^nt Modules which evaluaS+c fVa
r en ga cements Wl' respect to the involved
plat forms.
The models within these categories of NWGS modules
can he further classified according to the timing mechanism
used to access them. They are c~riodio if they are a.cc-.ssi'i
routinely at regular time intervals or they are aaeriodic if
they are accessed only by event scheduling. The Kinematics,
Eatection, Intelligence and Communications modules and parts
of the Logistics module are included in the periodic
category. All of the other modules are accessed aperiodi-
caliy ty the event schedule method. Figure 1.1 shows the
hierarchy of the NWGS application software and the relation-
ship of the various categories of models with their associ-
ated modules.
C. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THESIS
The purpose of this thesis is to conduct a detailed



















































Figure 1.1 NWGS Application Software Overview,
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air-tc-air engagements area of Naval Warfare. This study
will picvide the Center for War Gaming with complete and
clear model descriptions, model evaluations from an analyt-
ical and operational point of view and recommendations for
changes and improvements to the existing models.
The primary objective is to ensure that NWGS provides a
realistic representation of the air-to-air engagement
aspect of Naval Warfare. The credibility of NWGS and its
usefulness es a tool for training and evaluation is vary
important to the Naval War Collage. This objective is
accomplished by applying knowledge of combat modeling tech-
niques, fleet operational experience and logical analysis to
a thorough examination of the actual PL/I code used by NWGS.
The area of interest includes several procedures that maks
ud the Air-to- Air engagement Modules and the aircraft Battle
Carnage Assessment procedure in Module 25.
The secondary objective of this study is to evaluate and
corroborate the NWGS documentation related to the air-fc-air
engagement models ar.d to provide useful model descriptions
for both NWGS users and computer programmers. It should be
noted that much of the NWGS documentation in existence at
the time this thesis was written is usually general in
nature and when specific details are provided, they ara
often contradictory or confusing. It is the hope of this
study to all aviate this problem with respect to the
air-tc-air engagement modules.
The need for this work is evident. Tha Naval Warfare
Gaming System has been in place at the Center fcr War Gaming
since early 198 3 and has been utilized extensively at all
lavals of simulated conflict. However, there has been seme
dissatisfaction expressed concerning the quality of modeling
and the model documentation, particularly in the areas of
engagements, logistics and general warfare areas.
19

The Center for War Gaming is staffed with Navy persona ".
and contract civilian analysts and programmers who assist in
operating and maintaining NWGS. The Navy staff at the
Center for War Gaming is deeply involved in the daily opera-
tion of the Center. Gaming services are provided continu-
ally for NWC students, fleet staffs, and many others.
Routine testing is performed and often uncovers discrepan-
cies. However, the time and trained Navy personnel neces-
sary to conduct he ,ype ct•p f horough model evaluations
needed to validate NWGS are net available. The civilian
system designers assigned to the Center for War Gaming are
extremely proficient programmers and computer system
analysts, tut. many are limited in their knowledge of Naval
Warfare and Operations. Therefore, an analysis of the
models based on combat modeling experi-r.es as well as an
operational Navy background will be of gr ear benefit no the
Center for War Gaming and contribute significantly to the
Navy's ongoing evaluation and validation of the "aval





»- -The study procedure for this thesis consists of three
phases. They are the models description phase, the models
and documentation evaluation phase and the recommendations
phase. During the description phase, a close examination
and analysis of the routines and procedures that make up the
Air-tc-Air engagement models of NWGS is performed. The
actual PI/I code as of August 1983 is used in this examina-
tion, to derive written and flowchart procedural descrip-
tions. The evaluation phase includes analysis of the model
logical flows, factor and parameter determination and the
degree of operationally realistic approach used in the
models. The system documentation is also studied thoroughly
20

to svaluate its accuracy, consistency and overall useful-
ness. The final phase of study includes the consideration
cf possible solutions to discrepancies, inaccuracies and
unrealistic mission decomposition in the models, discovered
during the evaluation phase. These considerations are
intended to yield reasonable recommendations for NWGS model
and documentation improvement.
For this study, in cases where mere than one level of
detail ncdel is available , as in the Aircraft versus
aircraft engagement routine, only tha highest level is
analyzed. The specific engagement procedures studied by
this thesis are:
• K19_AC_AC_TGTING (Aircraft vs Aircraft Targeting)
,
• H19_AC_MSL_TGTING (Air vs Missile Targeting)
,
M20 AC AC 2 ee (Aircraft vs Aircraft Engagement),
• M20_AC_ttSL_ee (Aircraft vs Missile Engagement).
Several external and included subroutines called by the main
engagement routines aoove are also evaluated. Figure 1.2
shows an overview oi the Engagement modules and the reia-
•V -i r-tronship of th main air-to-air procedures and their phases
cf execution. NWGS documentation used in this study and
provided by Computer Sciences Corporation and the Center for
War Gaming includes: the Program Performance Specifications
(??S) [Ref. 1], the Program Description Document (FDD)
[Ref. 2], the Student's Training Course [Ref. 3] and
[Ref. 4], the Command and Staff Users Manual [Ref. 5], the
Program Design Manual (Ref. 6] and seme documentation within
the procedure's PL/I code.
E. THESIS CONTEST
Chapter Two of this thesis is the description of the



















































Figure 1.2 BWGS Engagements Family Overview.
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little critical commentary. This is presented in the crc;-
cf the naturally occuring secuence of events. Firs- the
Targeting Phase for aircraft ar.d missile target types is
described and then the three phases of aczuai engagement are
described individually. These phases are treated as sepa-
rate entry pcints by the engagement routines. The phases
are the Shoot Phase, the Engagement Result Phase which
includes damage assessment ana the Free Launchers Phase.
Chapter Three is the evaluation cf the model documenta-
tion ar.d the existing model's methodology from an analytical
and an operational point of view. Specific areas of discus-
sion ai3: target assignment, target detection, weapon
selection, probability of kill, firing doctrine and many
more. The evaluation emphasizes the modeling approach used
with respect to the level of realism rsquired by the players
and discusses both strengths and weaknesses of th«? models.
Programming errors are pointed out, but programming techni-
ques are not discussed.
Chapter Four is fcr recommendations and conclusions, the
natural result of the solution consideration chase. This
improvementschapter provides recommendations, corrections,
en modeling, considerations fcr nor? realism, as well as
suggestions concerning documentation. No new computer cede
or algorithms will be provided, only itemized recommenda-
tions for improvement are included.
Appendix A contains complete logical flowchar' :he
air-tc-air engagement procedures using actual variable names
and includes complete program detail. This appendix will be
cf great valua to a programmer in installing program modifi-
cations or evaluating discrepancies. Appendix B contains
the very general model flowcharts for the same procedures.
It uses plain language and emphasizes the general modeling
aspects cf the routines. In this appendix, most of the
administrative programming is bypassed. In Appendix B, the
23

mod-? line is mors trar.spar ant than in Appendix A, with
descriptions and dscision logic operationally oriented.
Therefore, Appendix B would be of mors interest to an opera-
tionally orient ad individual. In Chapter Two and Appendix
E, the emphasis is placed on the modeling of the Air-tc-Air
targeting and engagements and not. in the programming
methodology.
F. NWGS ANTI-AIR-WABFARE OVERVIEW
Prior to starting the descriptive phase of this study,
a brief discussion of the NWGS generalized game scenario,
with respect to the Air-to- Air engagement arena, will prove
to be instructive.
The NWGS Anti- Air-Warfare models are designed around the
concept Cj .val Task Force Defense. That is, the protec-
tion of a Naval Task Force against aircraft or missile
attack. The zones cf potential battle are divided very
clearly into the Outer Air Battle arena where defending
aircraft can target and engage incoming strike aircraft and
missiles, and ths Inner Defense Zone where surface ships car-
target and engage incoming strike platforms. The dividing
line between these two potential battle areas in NWGS is
called the "Crossover range" and is controlled by the game
preparatcr. Figure 1.3 shows the overview of NWGS
Ant i- Air -War far a.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the relationship of the
Air-tc-Air engagement procedures with the overall NWGS
Anti-Air-Warfare modules. The NWGS Strike_Sapervisor proce-
dure utilizes the ACIN_Mon iter and the MSL_Monitor proce-
dures tc control access tc the Air-to- Air engagement
routines, the Surf ace-to- Air engagement routines and the
Air-to-Surf ace routines. These three procedures make up the











OAB - WHEN STRIKE IS DETECTED AND WEAPONS ARE FREE, BOTH
AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE STRIKES WILL BE ENGAGED.
SAM - AIR-TO-SURFACE AND SURFACE-TO-AIR MODELS CALLED. AMY
INCOMING TARGETS WILL BE ENGAGED BY AREA DEFENSE.
BPDMS & CIWS - ONLY AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES ATTACKING THE UNIT
CAN BE ENGAGED BY THAT UNIT'S POINT DEFENSE.
Figure 1.3 ITrfGS Anti Air Warfare Design.
and attacking platforms, and event, scheduling fcr each phase
cf the engagement are controlled by one of the monitor
A-, -procedures cependmg the makeup cf the attacking group.
An inbound strike group cf aircraft or cruise missiles
outside of the predefined Crossover Range will cause the
engagements control mcdule to invoke calls to Module 19 and
20 fcr Air-to-Air targeting and engagement. The procedures
making up hese modules are the subjects of this study an 1
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are described in Chapter II. Calls to these module? a LI'.
scheduled repeatedly until the targets or defending
aircraft have all teen destroyed or the targets reach
Crossover Range, whichever occurs first. If the targets
have reached Crossover range, then at that time, the engage-
ment centre 1 module sh: ts its calls from Modules 19 and 20
to Module 21, the Sur face-t c-Air engagement module, to simu-
late the Inner Defense Zone interactions. The procedures
and models making up the S urf ace-to- Air engagement routines
have teen evaluated prior to this study by D.T. Stokowski
[Ref. 7]. The evaluation performed by Stokowski compliments




II. CO SEE NT PROGRAM OPERATION
A. OVERVIEW
1 • £ha£t9 r Str uc:u~e
The nwgs Air-to-Air engagement models, as a total
package, simulate the air battle interactions between
defending aircraft and inccming air strikes. The simula-
tions are concerned with the methodology and icgic of
launcher-target pairing, weapon selection, firing doctrine,
warhead success cr failure and battle damage assessment. An
incoming air strike is composed exclusively of either
aircraft or cruise missiles. The NWGS provides separate
sets cf procedures to model these two variations of strike
composition. This chapter provides a thorough description
cf the air-to-air models for both strike group types.
Just as the actual sequencing of events occur in an
air battle, the mccel descriptions in this chapter are
divided into four engagement phases. They are the Targeting
Phase, the Shoot Phase, the Engagement Result Phase and the
Free Launchers Phase. The main NWGS procedures which define
these phases are:
• M19_AC_AC_TGTTNG (Aircraft vs Aircraft Targeting),
• M20_AC_AC_2 (Aircraft vs Aircraft Engagement),
• M19_AC__ilSL_TGTTNG (Aircraft vs Missile Targeting),
• M20_AC_tfSL (Aircraft vs Missile Engagement).
Several additional subroutines are called by these proce-
dures during each cf the engagement phases. They are iden-
tified and described under their appropriate phase heading.
Each engagement phase description includes a separate
subsection for aircraft ar.d missile strike descriptions.
27

Throughout the model descriptions in this chapter,
references to the particular engagement phase name and the
strike composition are used in lieu of the NWGS procedure
names. This is done to improve the clarity and flew in the
often ccxplsx descriptions. A discussion here of the rela-
tionship between the engagement phases and the NWGS proce-
dures will promote this effort.
The Targeting Phase is performed by the procedure
M19_AC_AC_TGTING or H19_A<f.asi_TGTING depending on the air
strike composition. The remaining three phases Shoot,
Engagement Result and FreL Launchers are accomplished by the
procedure :!20_AC_AC_2 or M20_AC_MSL depending again on the
strike grcup composition. These two procedures are each
divided intc three different entry points. Each entry point
performs one of the three remaining engagement phases.
For further clarification, ail references tc subrou-
tines in this chapter will appear in upper case text.
References to actual program variable names will appear
within single quotation marks (' ')• However, as often as
feasible, program variables are referred to by general
description rather than cy actual names.
2- Preparatory Ccmm ent
s
This section cf the chapter overview provides the
reader with a few clarifying concepts for the detailed
procedure descriptions. First, it is helpful to have an
understanding of the relationship between the air-tc-air
engagements routines with respect to the ongoing war game.
Second, th€ role of sensor detections in the air battle
modeling is important to realize. Finally, very general
descriptions of =ach of the engagement phases are given to
clarify their relationships.
While the war game is in progress, access tc the
air-tc-air engagement routines is preceded by movement of
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th9 air strike and the defending aircraft. This is
performed by the NWGS kinematics routines. At the same time
all activaxed sensors are evaluated through the periodic
execution of the NWGS detection routines. The air-to-air
models are activated by the engagement control module once a
two-sided engagement has been defined and the opposing sidas
have been identified by the N*GS detection routines. The
engagement routines may be initiated by player command or
automatically as a result of doctrinal control of forces.
In either case, the engagement processing is the same. In
the Anti-Air-Warfare arena, the air battle simulations are
followed by the Surface- to- Air ana the Air-to-Surface battle
simulations. In other arenas, they may be followed only by
the Air-t c-Sur f ace battle simulations or battle damage
assessment.
The NWGS detection routines are periodically
executed for all active sensors participating in the war
game. ft player must have detection information available
before the engagement procedures can 02 initiated. However,
detection information is net used directly by any of the
air-tc-air engagement models. The NWGS philosophy states
that in an actual Naval Combat situation, sufficient sensor
data is always available to execute the necessary engage-
ments [Ref. 6]. For this reason, the NWGS assumes that it
is unnecessary to connect the detection simulation to the
air-tc-air engagement simulation.
The following is an introductory description of the
NWGS air-tc-air engagement phases of execution. It provides
the overall understanding of the goals of each phase for the
detailed model discussion. Recall the four engagement
phases are:
• The Targeting Phase,
• The Shoot Phase,
• The Engagement Result Phase,




The Targeting ?hase determines launcher -and target
engagement, based on the range
capabilities of the launcher's weapon compliment. All
launcher, weapon and target platform combinations that may-
engage are identified for entry into the Shoot Phase. The
Shoot P hase svaluates all cf these potential engagement
combinations to determine which will actually engage. This
determination is made through the evaluation of the prob-
ability cf launcher conversion for each combination. The
Shoot Phase then executes the actual weapons expenditure.
The ^naaaemert Result Phase is scheduled for activation at
the expected time of weapon-target impact. This phase then
evaluates the effectiveness of each fired weapon through the
probability of kill evaluation. This evaluation uses either
a deterministic or a stochastic method to determine each
engagement outcome. The Free Launchers ? h a s e releases the




The Targeting Phase is performed by the prccedure
tt19_AC_AC_TGTING or «19_AC_ I*SL_TGTI NG, depending on the air
strike composition- :119_AC_AC_?GTING is the aircraft
targeting procedure and M 19_AC_MSL_TGTING is the cruise
missile targeting prccedure. Each procedure, with its asso-
ciated subroutines, models the logical processes of pairing
potential weapon launching aircraft with target platfcrms.
The aircraft targeting procedure considers the defending
aircraft and the attacking strike group aircraft as pcten-
tial launchers. The missile targeting procedure is one-
sided in this respect.
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Each call tc ons cf thess procedures considers
single strike group cf aircraft or cruise missies.
aircraft strike may include several tracks, each
cwn subtask or mission assignment. A cruise missile strike,
whether surface-, subsurface- or air-launched, is always
considered as a single homogeneous track. It is important
to note that a single track of aircraft or missiles may
consist cf one or several platforms. Defending aircraft are
composed cf Combat Air Patrol (CA?) and Deck launched
Interceptors (DLI). All available CAP and DLI associated
with the particular strike are considered in the targeting
process
.
Eoth procedures access several system common proce-
dures and subroutines that assist in this phase o r
processing. Subroutines available to the targeting proce-
dures are the TARGETING and WEAPON_FREE_CHECK subroutines
used only by the aircraft targeting procedure, and the
M30_??,OXIMITY, LISI_PLAT, OAB_?AIRS, AS SIGN_MULTI and
CEDE2_PAIRS subroutines, which are used by both. The impor-
tant aspects of these are described when applicable. Figure
2.1 shows the Targeting Phase procedure and subroutine
hierarchy.
Throughout the Targeting Phase description, most
program variables are referred to in general descriptive
terms. However, a few of the actual variable names are used
repeatedly and are considered to be more effective than
their general descriptions. Two of these variables,
' j_strike_enti t y ' and »air_air_pair ' , represent large data
structures. The ' g_strike__ertity' variable is referred to
as a table. It contains all cf the necessary information to
define the potential air battle. The ' air_air_pair • data
structure is also a table. As the name implies, it contains
the launcher and target pairs created by the Targeting












































MISSILE TARGETING PHASE SUBROUTINES
Figure 2.1 Aircraft and Missile Targsting Phase Subroutines
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g^strike^entity * tails. The wpn_limit l , : mt_lir.
•max' variables are all one dimensional limits used in opti-
mizing the targeting process.
The Targeting Phase is initiated when the engagement
control module calls one cf the targeting procedures.
Regardless cf which procedure is being called, 'he control
module passes the single index parameter 'strike_ix'. This
index provides access to the ' g_strike_ertity ' table, which
totally defines the potential air battle. The result cf the
Targeting Phase is the globally defined data structure
'air_air_pa ir' . This table contains the selected launcher-
weapon and target platform combinations with the associated
data needed by subsequent engagement phases to continue
processing.
2. Aircraft Tarae- .no
The aircraft targeting prccedurs M 19_AC_AC_TGTING
performs the Targeting Phase when the strike group is
composed of aircraft. It considers all of the tracks which
max. 5 up -he strike group -j?.-r. processing for appropriate
engagement pairings. All availanle CA? and DLI aircraft are
considered as well. Appendix A (p. 135) and Appendix E
(p. 195) show the procedure and mcd=l flows for the aircraft
targeting procedure.
a. Initialization
Upon initial activation, the aircraft targeting
procedure uses the 'strike_ix' parameter to access informa-
tion relative to the strike group and the potential air
battle. Among the variables which are then initialized are
the following engagement parameters:
• the total number cf CAP tracks.
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• the total number of CAP aircraft included in ths CAP
tracks,
• ths number- of tracks included in the strike group, giver,
as mission subtasks,
• and ths total number of aircraft in the strike group.
Also obtained, are the indices 10 game data bass tables
which identify the individual CAP and strike group aircraft
tracks. Ths wpn_limit' variable is set at this time
according to ths size of the potential air battls. This and
other targeting limits ars discusssd in detail in subsection
(3) .
The remainder of the Targeting Phase is divided
into two halvss. Ths first half svaluatss the CAP aircraft
as potential launchers and the strike aircraft as targets.
Ths ssccr.d half performs the same task with the roles of
launchsr and targst rsvsrssd. This allows ths air-tc-air
capable strike aircraft ths opportunity to targst the CAP
aircraft. Ths methodology of ths two halvss is identical.
T.isr-fcre the remainder of ths Targeting Phase is described
using ths general terns launchsr and targst in place of CAP
and strike aircraft. Ths processing point at which the
rolss ars revsrsed is identified at ths appropriate tims
during this dsscripticn.
Each of the folic wina subsections represents a
ng for ths aircraftsequential subphase of the proca;
Targeting Phase.
b. Weapons Fres Check
This section of the Targeting Phase determines
which of the launcher aircraft are qualified for further
processing. For each potential launcher track, the subrou-
tine WEAPONS FREE CHICK is called to svaluats sach track's
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clearance-tc-fire status. Appendix A (p. 140) shows the
procedure flow for this subroutine.
W3AP0NS_FEE2_CHECK evaluates the first aircraft
cf each launcher track. If the first aircraft has beer.
assigned a weapons-free status, then ail other members cf
that -crack are assumed to have the same status. The
weapons-free status is assigned during game play by the
appropriate authority and stored in each aircraft's data
base table. This subroutine also keeps a running count of
the total number of qualified launcher aircraft. Only
launcher tracks with weapons-free status are processed
further. These qualified launcher tracks are indexed in a
separate table for further processing.
c. Range Determination
Following the determination cf qualified
launchers, the main control loop of the aircraft targeting
procedure executes the complete targeting process for one
target track at a time. From this point on in the
processing, a single track cf potential targets and all
weapcns-free launchers are being considered for targeting.
The subroutine M30_?ROXIMITY is now called to
perform the launcher to target track range determination.
This subroutine uses a great-circle ranging routine to
ana everycalculate the ranges between the target track
eligible launcher track. It then orders the launcher tracks
according to increasing range from the subject target track.
The result cf this subroutine is a table cf launcher-target
track pairings by increasing range. The tabled ranges
represent the distance along the surface of the globe and do
not account for track altitude.
When the range determination is complete for a
particular target track, the subroutine LIST_PLAT is called.
This subroutine identifies and tables the individual target
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aircraft within the subject target track. It alsc deter-
mines the total number of aircraft in the target track,
d. Mission Weighting and Targeting Limits
Prior to performing the actual targeting for
each particular target track, three limiting parameters must
he evaluated and set. The parameter names are • MAX',
1 wpn_lim.it' and ,mt_limit *
.
The 'MAX' parameter is the maximum number of
launcher aircraft that may be assigned to the particular
target track. The determination of this parameter includes
the target track's mission weighting factor, the total
number of launchers available and the ratio ,f a -iircrart in
n - »-, «the target track to the total number of targets iii ia^ ait
battle. The mission weighting factor represents the impor-
tance cf the target track missior. assignment. Table I shove
the various mission weighting factors. Equation 2.1 shows
the model used for determining
ment limit.
• M 1 Y tX'
,
launcher assign-
MAX = ( R * TL * ( ST / TT )) +0.5, (2.1)
where R = the track mission weighting factor,
TL = the number of eligible launcher aircraft,
pm _ — he number ~\ G.J. get track.
TT = the total number of aircraft in the strike.
-ViaThe * wpn_limit 1 parameter is defined a:
maximuir number of times that a single target aircraft may be
targeted at a given time. This parameter value is assigned
bas<=d on the size of the potential air battle. If the
number of CAP aircraft and the number of strike aircraft are
both greater than two, then the 'wpn_limit' is set to two
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(2). Otherwise, the 'wpn^limit* is sat to one (1) for th =
smaller air battle. This targeting limit applies only
during the cne-to-one targeting phase which is discussed in
subsection (e- 1 ) . The one-to-one targeting phase allows
launchers ro be assigned only one target aircraft.
The ' mt_lirr.it • parameter is defined as the
rcaximuir • number cf times that a single target aircraft may be
•*".arget = d at a given time including th= consideration of
multi-tarae tine launchers. This i -;targeting limit applies
only during the multi-targeting phase which is discussed in
subsection (2-2). Table I summarizes the assignment of
f won lis it' and ' mt limit'.
TABLE I
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e. Individual Track Targeting
The aircraft targeting procedure new calls the
subroutine TARGETING to perform the decision analysis needed
to complete the targeting process for the subject target
track. This subroutine searches for appropriate combina-
tions of launcher aircraft, weapon type and target aircraft.
The subroutine executes in two segments. The first segment
performs cr.e- to-one pairing .aunchers to targets,
assigning at most one target to a launcher. The second
segment creates additional targeting assignments using
previously paired launchers that have multiple targeting
capability. when appropriate matches are found, sither the
CAB_PAI?.S subroutine or the ASSIGN_:iu"LTI subroutine is used
to stcr? the necessary information. Which subroutine is
used depends on the segment that is being executed. The
necessary pairing information is stored in the
•air_air_pa ir' table for access during the remaining engage-
ment phases. Appendix A (p. 1M) and Appendix 3 (p. 196) show
the procsdure and basic model flow for the subroutine
TARGETING.
) Cne -to -One 2HL3.~.lL±3. Seament. The
cne-tc-cne targeting segment of the subroutine TARGETING
considers all available qualified launcher aircraft and the
single target track of interest. Initially encountered in
this segment of processing is a pair of nested procedural
loops. The outer loop increments through each launcher
track. The inner loop steps through the individual launcher
aircraft within each track. Either loop may be exit€d if
the "MAX" number of launcher assignments for this target
track is reached.
For each launcher aircraft that is evalu-
ated, two initial status checks are performed. The first
ch=ck confirms that the potential launcher is not already
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destroyed. The second one insures that the launcher
aircraft is not already assigned. If sither of these checks
fail, evaluation of that launcher is bypassed.
If both of the above checks are
successful, then processing of that particular launcher
continues. kt this point the single qualified launcher
aircraft and the multiple target track are being evaluated.
The one-to-one targeting segment now evaluates one weapon of
the laur.cher aircraft*s weapon compliment at a time until
the appropriate weapon is found. Each air-tc-air type
weapon onboard the potential launcher is evaluated for suit-
ability in the specific situation. The weapons are evalu-
ated in order of their range capability. Longer range
weapons are evaluated first. This is the order cf their
indexing in the NWGS data base. The weapon parameters used
to evaluate the wea con's suitability are its minimum ani
S§.2s:J!Jii3 range capability and its maxim um lock up_ and l oc k
down capability in terms of altitude differential. The
limiting parameter values are accessed from the N'WGS data
has- listed under weapon properties. The actual range and
altitude difference values used in the evaluation are deter-
mined using the launcher and target tracks. When a quali-
fied weapon is identified, processing continues to the next
nested level. If a satisfactory weapon is not found then
processing of that launcher aircraft is bypassed and another
launcher will be evaluated.
The next level of processing is nested
within the above weapon evaluation structure. It considers
the launcher and the selected weapon while evaluating indi-
vidual ^arget aircraft as potential targets. Two individual
search processes may be conducted to find an appropriate
pairing. The first search evaluates alternate target
aircraft in the track. This method is used until a quali-
fied pairing is found or half cf the aircraft within the
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track have beer, ta ranted. no pairing is found usmq tr.is
search method or half of the aircr- rm t-q -PJ- are targeted,
second search method is executed. The second method evalu-
ates every target aircraft in the track until a pairing is
found. The target evaluation within these searches consists
of two target status checks. The first check confirms that
the target aircraft has not already been destroyed. The
second check determines if the target aircraft has already
been targeted to its limit , wpn_limit'. If these two checks
are satisf actcry r then the subroutine 0AB_PAIRS is called to
store the launch er-weapor. and target ' air_air_pair ' informa-
tion. If a gualified target can not be found for this
launcher arc weapon, then another weapon on -his launcher is
evaluated.
After the launcher aircraft has been
assigned to a target, the subroutine TARGETING will continue
to increment through the launcher's remaining weapon compli-
ment. However, the subroutine logic will only allow another
pairing for that launcher under certain special circum-
•3 ~» v. . . • The weaoon being evaluated must be an aerial tit.
or a short range non-missile weapon, such as a rocket. This
is the only exception to the single pairing per launcher
rule for the one-to-one targeting segment. Even in this
case, a single weapon may only be assigned to one target.
At the completion of a launcher aircraft
processing, whether a targeting assignment is found or not,
the subroutine TARGETING increments to the next aircraft in
the launcher track and repeats the evaluation sequencing.
At the completion of each launcher track processing, the
next more distant launcher track is processed, until ail
available launcher tracks have been evaluated. The only
limiting factors in effect during the one-to-one targeting
segment are the •max' parameter for this target -rack and
the ' wpn_limit' parameter, both discussed earlier.
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(2) Multir^Taraetinci Seament. When all of the
qualified pairir.gs have been identified in the one-to-one
targeting segment, the multi-targeting segment for that
track begins. This segment considers all of the aircraft in
the current target track whether already targeted or not.
hat an consideredThe cniy launcher aircraft
which have already been assigned to targets
f nose
battle. An initial check determines if any pairs exist in
the * air_air_pair' table. If nc pairs exist, then multi-
targeting proceeds no further and control is returned to the
main aircraft targeting procedure to process the next target
track
.
If pairs d.c exist in the , air_air_pair*
table for this air battle, then the multi-targeting segment
begins processing with a pair cf nested loops. The out c r
loop evaluates each aircraft in the subject target track.
rcr eacn targe* aircraft wo status checks are performed.
The first check confirms that the target aircraft has not.
already been destroyed. The seccp.d check determines if the
target aircraft has already be; target e
If either cf these checks fail, then that particular target
is bypassed, If bcth checks satisfactory
,
hen
processing continues to the inner nested iocp. This loop
increments through every launcher-target pair currently
listed in the *air_air_pa ir ' table for the subject air
^ _ _ — _ • A search is conducted ?-,- 9 launcher aircraft
selected weapon with multi- tar gating capability to pair with
the particular target aircraft. A launcher will not be
assigned again to the same target aircraft. If a qualified
match is fcund for this target aircraft and more than one
round cf the selected weapon is available, then the subrou-
tine ASSIGN_MULTI is called to add the additional pairing to
the ' air air pair' - a l, -i.*r . When a pairing for this targe-
aircraft has been found, the inner loop is exited and the
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r c — a — a icuter lccp increments tc the next aircraft in
track. If no match is found for any ore target aircraft
processed after evaluating all eligible launchers, then the
multi-targeting segment
returned to the main
terminated and
t ar a st ma
control is
oroc saur
;i19_AC_AC_TGTING for processing cf the next targe- track.
(3) Subroutines. The subroutines OAB_?Air.S,
ASSIGN_MULTI and ORDER_?AIR are accessed by the subroutine
TARGETING curing the individual track targeting process.
The subroutine 0A3_PAIRS, called during the one-tc-one
targeting segment, records the data for each ' air_air_pair'
It is
This subroutine acfu-
that is required for further engagement, processing
primarily administrative in nature.
ally creates the • air_air_p air • table which will be used by
the remaining engacem : routines to execute the later
phases tattle. The subroutine ASSIGN_HULTI
performs the same task as OAB_ PAIRS except that it is calie!
during the multi-targeting segment. Each of these routines
keeps a running total count of the number of launchers
assigned tc the particular target track being processed.
This count is used in the subroutine TARGETING, fcr compar-
ison to the 'MAX' limit. Since a target may ultimately be
;arq id more than once, the subroutine ORDER_tAIRS is used
:_r' table to keep pairs with th •a s ame
c •
tc scrt the 'air_ai_,
target together in the table. This is done to simpiiry
processing during the Engagement Result Phase. This subrou-
tine ie called by both OAB_PAIES and ASSIGNJ3ULTI. Appendix
A (p. 146-149) shows the flow for these subroutines.
f. Other Target Tracks
The subroutine TARGETING returns control to the
aircraft targeting procedure H19_AC_ACJTGTING. The main
control loop of this procedure increments to the next target
track and repeats the processing already described,
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beginning with the range determination. when tall of tha
defined target tracks have been processed, one half of tha
aircraft targeting procedure has been completed. When -he
first half is completed, then the launcher and target roles
are reversed and sequencing begins again at the weapons free
check. When both halves are completed, aircraft targeting
for this targeting interval is complete. The only noticable
difference between the two halves of -he procedure is the
use cf different variables to identify the appropriate
• air_air_pair' tables.
g. Prepare for Shoot Phase
At this point, the existence cf the
•air_air_pair* table represents potential air-to-air engage-
ments. The aircraft targeting procedure returns centre! to
the engagement control module and the pending engagements
are immediately made available tc the air-to-air engagement
procedure. Calls fcr targeting between other strike groups
and -"-hair associated defending aircraft will continue. when
the next fargetina interval for the currently taraeted
strike ccmes up, the strike group will be processed again.
This process will continue until either side is destroyed or
the strike group reaches the crossover range.
3 . Bissile Ta r g eting
The missile targeting procedure M1 9_AC_MSL_TGTTNG
performs the Targeting Phase for air strikes composed of
cruise missiles. The cruise missile strike, whether
surface-, subsurface- or air-launched, is always considered
a single homogeneous track. All available CAP and DLT
aircraft are considered as potential launchers when
processing for appropriate engagement pairing. Appendix A
(p. 176) and Appendix B (p. 204) show the procedure and basic
modal flews for the missile Targeting Phase. Appendix A
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(p. 146) also shows the flow for the subroutines CAB_?aip.s,
ASSIGN_MULT! and OSDZR_PAIR acc3ssed during the missile
Targeting Phase.
The modeling methodology used for the missile
Targeting Phase is very similar to that used for the
aircraft Targeting Phase. For this reason, the following
description discusses only the effective differences between
the missile and aircraft Targeting Phases.
The only notable modeling differences between the
aircraft Targeting Phase and the missile Targeting Phase are
in the determination cf the targeting limits. Since the
missile strike consists of one homogeneous track cf cruise
missile targets, there is no need for a limiting parameter
like • :i A. X * to restrict the number cf launcher assignments.
The cne-tc-cne targeting limit • wpn_limit 1 is set exactly as
in the aircraft Targeting Phase. However, the multi-
targeting limit , mt limi" set to r V constant value or
two (2) fcr cruise missile targets. This means that a
single cruise missile may never be targeted by more than two
defending aircraft at one time.
The missile Targeting Phase is, in general, more
streamlined than the aircraft Targeting Phase. An obvious
reason fcr this is that the cruise missiles are net provided
an opportunity to engage the defending aircraft. Therefore,
there is nc rele reversal coding necessary. Also, the
missile targeting procedure internally performs its own
weapons free checks and individual track targeting without
accessing subroutines. When performing the weapons free
checks, the aircraft targeting procedure checks only the
first aircraft each launcher track. The missile
targeting procedure checks each potential launcher aircraft
directly fcr a weapons-free rules-of-engagement status.
Cther subroutines including M30_PROXIMITY, LIST_PLAT,
CAB_PAIR3, ASSIGN_MULTI and 0RD3R_PAIRS are used by the
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missile Targeting Phase and perform th<-
aircraft Targeting Phase,
same tasKs as zh =
C. SBOOT PBASE
1 . Cve rvl e_
w
The air-to-air engagement Shoot Phase commences at
the first entry point of the procedure l-i 2 _ AC_AC_2 or
K2Q_AC_:iSL, depending on the the air strike composition.
The procedure '*2 0_AC_AC_2 is the NWGS level two air-^o-air
aircraft engagement procedure. The procedure H20_AC_i1SL is
the NWGS air-to-air cruise fissile engagement procedure.
The Shoot Phase models the prelaunch factors which
contribute to the success or failure of the launch aircraft
in achieving a firing position. These factors are used by
the Shoct Phase to determine which launchers will actually
engage targets. The call to "his phase will evaluate every
pending engagement pairing created by the Targeting Phase
for the current air strike. The Shoct Phase terminates with
the execution of the actual weapon expenditure.
At the completion of the Targeting Phase, the
pending engagements are listed in a single ' air_air_pair'
table. The Shoot Phase evaluates each targeted pair based
en its potential for success. This evaluation considers the
availability of Ground Control Intercept vectoring. Airborne
Early Warning, environmental weather affects, fire control
an d weapon _ a u nc n e r
effects.
reliability nd electronic warfare
The factors above are used to calculate the prob-
ability of conversion •PCONV. The 'PCONV' represents the
likelihood that the launcher aircraft will reach a satisfac-
tory weapon launch position and then accomplish the launch.
For each engagement pair, the calculated 'PCONV' and
the weaccn probability of kill 'PKSS' are used to determine
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the actual weapon expenditure. The Shoot Phase routine
provides both deterministic and stochastic methods for the
weapon expenditure determination.
The Shoot Phase processes will delete seme of the
engagement pairings created by the Targeting Phase. For the
•air_air_pairs ' that survive the evaluation, the Shoot Phase
executes the logistics of ordnance expenditure for the
launcher aircraft. Each weapon tine of flight is calculated
in order to approximate an impact time. The average
expected weapon-target impact time is used to schedule
access tc entry point two of the appropriate engagement
procedure. Entry point two will -hen perform the Engagement
Result Phase.
The Shoot Phases of the aircraft engagement and the
missile engagement procedures access several system common
subroutines. Many of these subroutines are purely utility
function or administrative in nature and are not described
here. The subroutines which are considered relevant tc the











The Shoot Phase is initiated when the engagement
control module calls the first entry point of an engagement
procedure. Regardless of which procedure is called, the
control module passes to it the single index parameter
•pstriks ix*. This index provides access to the
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»q_strike_ertity • table for the subject air battle,
table contains the cress reference index to the associa
•air_air_pair' table of pending engagements. The
outputs of the Shoot Phase are individual 'air_air_p:
tables which define the engagements that are in progrs
For the aircraft Shoot Phase, each table contains enga
pairs using the same weapon type. For the missile Sh
Phase, cne , ?.ir_air_pair ' table contains ail of the enga
ments in progress. Each ' air_air_pair ' table has
expected impac 4! time which is determined from the aver
times cf flight for all of the weapons launched within t
table.






2. Aircraft Tercet Shoot Phas 1
The Shoot Phase of the aircraft engagement procedure
£20 AC AC 2 evaluates ail - rs »
aircrart engagems; created by tha aircraf
Phase. These include the pairs created when the strike
aircraft are evaluated as launchers. Figure 2.2 shews the
procedure and subroutine hierarchy for the aircraft Shoot
Phase. Appendix A (p. 150) and Appendix 3 (p. 199) show the
procedure and model flow for aircraft Shoot Phase. Flow
charted subroutines are listed separately in the applicable
subsection below.
a. Initialization and Check:
Uccn initial '--it engagemen
procedure uses the calling parameter • pstrike_ix e to access
the appropriate ' g_strik e_entity • table. This table
provides access to all of the information required for Shoot
Phase execution. The associated ' air_air_pair ' table
contains most of that needed data. The Shoot Phase is
controlled by a single loop structure which increments









































+ SUBROUTINES DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER II
Figure 2.2 Aircraft Shoot Phase Subroutines.
table. This loop structure allows complete Shoot Phase
processir.q for each pair that is using the same weapon type.
' Arr_air_pair3 f using different weapon types are bypassed.
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When the end of the table is reached, additional passes
through the table are Performed. This is dens fcr each
different weapon type used. For each pair that is
processed, several working variables are initialized. These
include precise aircraft identifications, "rrack indices,
flight schedule event indices, target and launcher track
altitudes, target track speed, and indices to data base
tables fcr platform and weapon system properties. Each of
the following chapter subsections represents a significant
sequential section of the aircraft shoot Phase processing.
t. Baseline Probability Determinations
The Shoot Phase processing next assigns to each
air__arr_pairi-« * wo baseline probability values. They are
the Probability of Conversion •PCONV and the Single Salvo
Probability of Kill 'EKSS 1 . The taseline 'PCONV" appears tc
be defined as the probability that the proposed launcher
aircraft is able to defect the target and maneuver to a
weapon. The
•FKSS 1 must b = defined as the conditional prob-
ability that a single salvo of the weapon fired will kill
the target, given that the launch parameters, the weapon
satisfactory firing position fcr the selected
gu: * a
The NWGS data base provides for a different set
cf probabilities fcr each launcher aircraft and weapon
combination. For aircraft targets, each probability set may
contain up to six different probability values for PCONV and
PKS5. The different values are based on the target's sosei
and size classification. There are two speed categories and
three size categories for aircraft targets.
This section of the Shoot Phase initially
searches fcr the data base probability set associated with
the particular 'air_air_pa ir 1 launcher- weapon combination.
Tf the search is successful, the index to the appropriate
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tables is saved for later refe_ir.ce. If the search is not
successful, the ' air_air_pair ' will later be assigned
default values for its baseline probabilities.
Next, the targat aircraft of the air_air_pair is
classified according to its speed and size category. There
are two speed categories. Speed category one is for less
that 600 knots. Faster aircraft are assigned to speed
category two. There are three aircraft size categories.
Aircraft sizes are based on the number of engines on the
aircraft and are represented in the NWGS data base under
target platform properties. Aircraft target size categories
are determined from these data base values. Size category
cne indicates a single angina aircraft. Category two indi-
cates a twin engine aircraft and size category three repre-
sents any larger multi-engine aircraft.
When the target aircraft has been classified
according to speed and size, the assignment of baseline
probability values may be mad?. If the appropriate prob-
ability table was fcund in the initial search, the values
::c viae; U .- .U tne *-. K ror error art
appropriate speed and size categories. When the appropriate
tables are not found, default values are assigned. The
default values currently used for a generalized air-tc-air
missile weapon are ?CCNV pguai to 0.8 and FKSS egual to 0.8.
The values for a gun weapon are PCONV egual to 0.4 and ?KS5
egual to 0.4. These default values are the same for all
target aircraft spead and size categories. They are
initialized in the variable declaration section of the
K20 AC AC 2 Drccedur e*s PL/I code.
c. Weather Factor Determination
The Shoot Phase processing new continues by
calling the subroutine W FATH3R_FACT0H to evaluate the
engagement weather environment. This subroutine returns two
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environmental factor valuas, *env_fac_cv' and • snv_fac_,pk*
,
to the aircraft engagement procedure. Both valu=s are
numbers between 0.0 and 1.0 , and are used as multiplicative
factors for the final ' PCONV 1 and ' PK5S' calculations. The
'env_fac_cv' parameter applies to • PCOMV and the
'env_fac_pk ' applies to PKSS 1 . The environmental area
weather evaluation includes cloud aansity, precipitation
density, day-or-night and the launcher and target location
relative to these factors. WEATHSR_FACTOR accesses the
subroutine i!30_D AY_N IGHT. Appendix A (p. 160) shows the
subroutine flow for WEATHER_FACTOE.
The war game environmental weather quality is
established in the NWGS data base during pregame scenario
initialization. Cloud and precipitation densities are
categorically classified as none, low, medium or high. The
NWGS data base contains property tables for each weapon
system and weapon used by the gaming system. Within these
fables are environmental factors for effectiveness which ara
indexed in terms of cloud density and precipitation density
levels.
The subroutine H ZAIHE?._?ACTOR first calls
M30_EAY_NIGFT to determine if the current game time is day
or night. When if is night time, the precipitation density
level is set to a value of medium or high for effect. At
cay times, the actual precipitation level is used. The
location of the target with respect to clouds is then deter-
mined. The subroutine WE ATH EE_FACTOE then determines the
appropriate category indices fcr table look up of the appro-
priate environmental factors. The ' env_fac_cv' is accessed
from the weapon system property table. The ' er. v_fac_pk' is
accessed from the weapon property table. Table II summa-
rizes the determination and assignment of the weather factor
indices by this subroutine. The subroutine WSATHEE_FACTOR
uses the indices to look up the appropriate factors for each
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pair evaluated and returns them to the aircraft engagement
procedure.
TABLE II
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d. Vector Assistance Factor Evaluation
This portion of the Shoot. Phase determines if
vectoring assistance available for each launcher
aircraft. Vector assistance may coma from either Ground
Control Intercept (GCI) or airborne Early Warning (AEW).
The subroutine VZCTOP_CHECK is called to perform the evalua-
tion. It returns an effectiveness factor that is used as
another multiplicative factor fcr modifying 'PCCNV.




The evaluation cf vectoring assistance is
performed only if the launcher aircraft is associated with
CA? tracks or defending aircraf-. If the launcher aircraft
is part of ths strike group, this portion of the sheet phase
is bypassed and ths vector assistance multiplicative factor
is set tc 1.0. Eoth of these capabilities, GCI and A2W, are
assumed tc -enhance ths PCONV.
The actual factor values used by the Sheet Phase
are initialized in the variable declaration section cf the
aircraft engagement procedure :120_AC_AC_2. When there is
GCI available, the vector assistance factor is set to 1.1.
When JEW is availability, the vectoring assistance facfer is
set t c 1.2. i r t a
e
measly, a factor of 1.0 is used.
If he launcher aircraft is operating autono-
e. Final PCCNV Calculation
This portion of the Sheet Phase calculat is the
final •PCONV. The » pconv is used to evaluate the firing
coctrina and determine the actual weapons expenditure for
each 'air air pair' engage men t. The baseline PCONV value
from the initial data base tabla look-up is modified by
vstem fire
control reliability, weapon system launcher reliability,
environmental factor for conversicn and the vectoring assis-
tance factor. The first two factors are weapon system prop-
erties accessed directly frcm the data base. The last two




The final 'PCONV appears to be defined as
the probability that the launcher is aoie to detect, track,
intercept and successfully launch the selected weapon at a
target of the specific speed and size category.










the particular baseline PC01JV,
the weapon system fire control reliability,
tha weapon system launcher reliability,
the environmental weather factor for PCONV,
the vectoring assistance factor.
f. Firing Doctrine and Weapons Expenditures
The Shoot Phase next determines the firing
doctrine and weapon expenditure used by the launcher
aircraft for the subject engagement. The result .nis
portion of the Shoot Phase is the actual number of missiles
fired cr rounds of bullets expended by the laur.cner
aircraft. The final PCONV value previously calculated and
the taselir PKSS are the parameters used to ma v.e the firing
doctrine decision.
If the selected weapon is an aerial gun, then
Equation 2.3 gives the formula which determines the number
of rounds actually expended.
Rour.ds_Fired = PCONV * MI N (F^, X?.) (2.3)
where P. A = the rounds available to fire,
MP = the maximum rounds t.iat can be fired
based en the gun's rate of fire and the
duration of the strike.
If the selected weapon is an air-to-air missile,
then the number of missiles actually fired may be either
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determiristically or stochastically evaluated based on
firing doctrine and PCONV, The firing doctrine is first
determined as a function of the bas aline 'PKSS' and the
numbe? f the selected missile type available.
Firing doctrine one will consider
firing one missile and is used whan the baseline 'PKSS' is
greater than 0.7 or when there are less than four rounds of
the selected weapon available. Firing doctrine two will
consider firing two uissiles and is used only when the PKSS
is less then cr equal no 0.7 and more than. 4 rounds are
available. The actual weapon expenditure is evaluated using
xhe firing doctrine and the 'PCONV
.
When the deterministic method is used, the
number of missile rounds fired is determined primarily by
the • PCONV. If the 'PCONV is less than 0.5 r no missiles
will be fired. If the 'PCONV is between 0.5 and 0.7, on?
missile is launched and if the 'PCONV' is greater than or
equal to 0.7, the firing doctrine discussed in ths previous
paragraph is used.
If the stochastic method is used, a randomiza-
tion process is performed. For each round of the firing
doctrina, a Uniform (0,1) random number is drawn and
compared to the 'PCONV. If the random number is less ohan
the 'PCONV, then a missile is launched. Otherwise, that
round is net launched. If firing doctrine two is used, then
this comparison is repeated with another random number. The
maximum number that may be launched is equal to the firing
doctrine. Table II summarizes the acoual rounds expended
determination.
When the number of rounds expended is determined
to be more than zero, then the level one logistics procedure
^02_LIVZL_1_US AGE is called to update the launcher weapon
load. This is accomplished simply by decrementing "he
weapons available by the number fired. The pairs in which
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the launcher fires zero rounds are del -ted from ±h<?.
, cir_air_pair , table by the subroutine DELETE_?AIR. Those
launchers are than released for retargeting. when all of
iir air oairs* 10: the current table have been
processed, ths resulting ' air_air_pair • tables will hoi
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g. Weapon Tiirs of Flight
Following each weapon expenditure determination,
the subroutine TIME OF FLIGHT is called to determine the
approximate weapoi time of ri ight. These times
used to obtain an average impact time. The impact time will
be used to schedule the call to the Engagement Result Phase
of the aircraft engagement procedure. Appendix A (p. 163)
shows the subroutine flow for Ti:iE_OF_FLIGHT.
The subroutine TIME OF FLIGHT uses the range
between the launcher and tar **«- tracks,
speed, the average weapon speed ana a target aspect in
determining the approximate weapon time of flight.
The range and target track speed are accessed
from the ' air_a ir_pair* table for the particular pair. The
weapcn property tables of the NWGS data base provide the
average speed of each air-to-air missile type and the muzzle
velocity for gun system. The data base also provides weapon
aspect effectiveness factors. They are numbers between 0.0
and 1.0 representing the particular weapon's effectiveness
with respect to target aspect. Target aspect is defined as
the angle between the target's flight path vector and the
line of bearing from the target to the launcher aircraft.
The data base has provisions for four different factors for
each weapon type. The factors represent four general
categories of target aspect. They are:





The subroutine TIKE_OF_FLIGHT first searches
through the specified weapon's aspect effectiveness factors
for the maximum value. It then uses the associated target
aspect category to calculate the approximate weapon time of
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flight. For the Tail-On case, if the weapon speed is mere
than 1.2 times the target speed, -her. time of flight (TCF)
is calculated as the range divided by the difference between
target and weapon speeds. For other aspect categories or
for the Tail-On aspect case with a slower weapon, TCF is
initialized as the range divided by ~he suit, of the target
and weapon speeds. Then if the chosen aspect is
Pear-Quarter or Forward-Quarter, a delta factor is added to
the initialized TOF. The delta factor calculation is shewn
in Equation 2.4 The current time of flight model output is
summarised in Table IV.
Delta = (2 * VT * R) / (V 11**2 - VT**2) (2.U)
where VM = the average weapon speed,
VT = the target speed,
E = the launcher- to- target range.
When the aporoximata TOF has been calculated, it
is cemparsd with the weapon property table value for this
weapon's maximum time of flight. If the calculated TOF is
greater, then the actual TOF used is set to the maximum
value. The resultant weapon TOF for each *a ir_air_pair' is
added tc a running total of TOFs for this type of weapon.
h. Electronic Warfare Effects
The final evaluation made during the aircraft
engagement Shoot Phase is performed only when the launcher
aircraft being processed is part of the attacking strike
group The subroutines EW and 0? CM are called to determine
aT»« ^T-^-^ej. associated with the target are using elec-if any aircraf
tronic war far; (EW) measures
.
.arg
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TOF = RNG/VM+VT + Delta
= RNG/VM-VT
aircraft must b? CAT or defending aircraft. An array of
.1 be used later in the er.gage-
The s fc atus array lefines the character-
istics of the electronic warfare measures. Th<=> subroutine
EW checks all of the aircraft associated with the CA? that
is targeted for active EW support. The subroutine CP_CM
uses 150 miles as the maximum EW effectiveness range. If
the range between the EW support aircraft and the launcher
aircraft is lass than 150 miles, the appropriate flags are
set tc indicate jammer support for the CA? aircraft. appro-
priate flags in the launcher's subtask data table. Appendix
A (p. 164) shews the flew for the subroutines EW and 0P_CM.
i. Prepare for Engagement Result Phase
y.uch of the modeling in the Shoot Phase should
be considered as preparation for the Engagement Result
Phase. Specifically, the baseline ?K5S, EW evaluation and
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-.he weaocn TC? calculation! ai-. us3c m rue
cf the air battle execution. These preparatory evaluation
results are currently stored in the ' air_air_parr • iata
structure.
The subroutine LINK_?AIB is responsible for
creating the separate 'air_air_pair ' rabies for pairs firing
rhe sams type or weapon. This subroutine averages all cf
the tines of flight *.o obtain an approximation for the
nee pen-target inpact tine. Thar impact tins is user tc
schedule the return call ro entry point two of the airrraf'




The subroutine LOCP again is used tc recycle tl
original air_air_pa ir table in order tocess
of parrs using a crrrsrenr weapon type. Tnrs occurs
after LINK PAIR has isolated the prior set z. p^._s :cr
separate Engagement Result evaluation. Launchers than have
fired launch-an d-lea ve weapons ar= scheduled for immediate
cal^s tc en try ooirt three cf the aircraft sreacensrt proce-
dure- Launch-an d-i eave weapons ic net require guidance from
the launcher after launch. Therefore, the launchers nay be
fresd fcr further targeting assignment. Otherwise, the
launchers will not be fr=ed until aftar weapon impact and
completion of the engagement rssult phase. Appendix A
(p. 167) shows the flew for the subroutine LOOP_AGAIN.
3 . "*. i s s il e Ta r o e t Shoot chase
The Shoct Phase of the cruise missile engagement
procedure M20_AC_HSL evaluates all of the ' air_air_pairs
'
created by the missile targeting routine fcr the subject
cruise missile strike. The missile target Shoot Phase is
mors streamlined than the aircraft target Shoot Phase.
Again, this is primarily due tc the single homogeneous track:
cf the cruise missile strike. The basic modelina of the
6 3

missile target Shoot Phase is very similar to that of the
aircraft target Sheet Phase. Appendix A (p. 151} and
Appendix B (p. 205) show the procedure and model flew for the




























SUBROUTINES DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER II
Figure 2.3 Missile Shoot Phase Subroutines.
target Shoot Phase subroutine hierarchy.
The most notable difference in the modeling is in
the classi f icat i en of targets for determining baseline prob-
abilities. Also, no vectoring assistance evaluation is
performed during the missile target Shoot Phase. The envi-
ronmental effectiveness factor is evaluated in exactly the
same manner except that it is accomplished totally within
the missile targeting procedure. The final calculation of
PCONV, firing doctrine, weapons expenditure and weapon time
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cf flight are precisely the same. Since the cruise missiles
will never be evaluated as launchers themselves, the evalua-
tion ci the CAP EH supporc is not performed. Because of the
degree cf modeling similarity, the following process
description discusses only the differences of the missile
target Shoot Phase.
a. Baseline Probabilities Determination
As in the aircraft target Shoot Phase, this
portion cf the missile target Shoot Phase assigns to eafrh
air ai r pair 1 :wo baseline probabilities. ' PCONV J and
•PKSS 1 . The NWGS data base provides sets of probabilities
for each launcher aircraft and weapon type combination.
When the targets are cruise missiles, they are assumed to be
roughly equal in size. Therefore, the differentiating
categorical factors used in this model are target speed and
altitude. There are three speed categories for cruise
missile targets: less than 500 knots, 500 - 1200 knots and
greater than 12 00 kncts. There are four altitude tegcries
for cruise missile targets: - 5000 feet, 5000 - 20,000
feet, 20,000 - 50,000 feet, and above 50,000 feet. The data
base provides for different •PCONV 1 and •PKSS 1 values for
each combination of target speed and altitude categories.
This results in twelve different baseline probability
values, for each launcher aircraft and weapon combination,
a cruise missile target.
As in the aircraft target procedure, default
values for PCONV and FKSS are provided for the cases when a
probability set for the selected weapon can not be found.
These values are initialized in the variable declaration
section cf the procedure :i20_AC_MSL. The default parameter





1 gun_def ault_pconv' and *gun_def ault_pk' . Their values are
currently set at 0.8, 0.3, 0.U, and 0.4 respectively.
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t. Final PCCNV Calculation.
The final •PCONV 1 calculation used by the
missili target Shoo* Phase differs from the aircraft Sheet
Phase only in the emission of the vector assistance evalua-
tion. The formula used for the final 'PCONV calculation is
shown in Equation 2.5
PCONV = PCVE * FCR * LE * EF (2.5)
where PCVE = baseline PCCNV,
FCR = Fire Control reliability,
1R = Launcher Rail reliability,
ZF = Environmental Weather factor
c. Prepare fcr Engagement Result Phase
The final output for each execution of the
missile target Sheet Phase is always a single 'air^air^ pair
:aDls contains ivery engagement thattab Is. This
currently in progress for particular air battle.
Different weapons are not separated out, as in the aircraft
target Shoct Phase. They are all included in the same
table. The primary result cf this modeling difference is
that a single impact time is calcuia-ed for the er.tire
missile strike.
D. ENGAGEMENT RESULT PHASE
1. Overview
The Air-to- Air Engagement Result Phase commences a*
the second entry pcint of the procedure M20_AC_AC_2 o:
M20_AC_MSL, depending on the strike composition. Th<
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procedure M20_AC_AC_2 is the aircraft strike engagement
procedure and the procedure H2 0_AC_MSL is the cruise missile
strike engagement procedure. The Engagement Result Phase
models the postlaunch factors that contribute to a launched
weapon's degree of success in killing its assigned target.
These factors are used by this phase to det^rmir.=> the
outcome of weapon firings that were executed during the
Shoot Phas=. Beth weapon performance and battle damage
assessment are included in this determination.
Calls to the Engagement Result Phase are scheduled
during the Shoot Phase based on the expected weapon-target
impact time. The engagement pairs to be evaluated are
provided in the ' air_air_ pair ' table scheduled for that
specified impact time. Factors included in the weapon
performance evaluation are weapon guidance reliability,
weapon reliability, electronic counter measures, environ-
mental weather effects and target aspect effects. The final
probability of kill for each engagement is calculated by
modifying the baseline PKSS according to the above fac-ors.
The modified 'PKSS' is in turn used to evaluate the crcb-
abiiity of target destruction. The Engagement Result Phase
terminates with the completion of battle damage assessment.
The Engagement Result Phases for both aircraft
strikes and cruise missile strikes access several system
common subroutines to assist in processing. Many are purely
utility functions or administrative in nature and are not
described here. The relevant model related subroutines
accessed by the aircraft Engagement Result Phase are M30_EW r
;i26_ACEDA_2, and UPDATE. The only model related subroutine
used ty the Engagement Result Phase for cruise missile
targets is M30_EW. The important aspects of these are
described were applicable.
The final result of the Engagement Result Phase is
the actual outcome of one set of simulated air battle
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interactions. Fcr each engagement pair, the target pla x fcrm
is determined to be destroyed, damaged or totally undamaged.
Cruise missiles and single engine aircraft targets are
simply destroyed cr net destroyed. Larger aircraft may be
damaged and consequently accumulate damage over multiple
engagements.
2 • Aircra ft Ta rget 5na agement Results
The Engagement Result Phase of the aircraft engage-
ment procedure :i20_AC_AC_2 evaluates the outcome of all
'air_air_pair* engagements with their impact time egual to
the current game time. 'igure 2.4 shews the aircraft
Engagement Result Phase subroutine hierarchy. Appendix A
(p. 156) and Appendix E (p. 201) show the procedure and model
flow for the aircraft target Engagement Result Phase. Flow
charted subroutines are listed separately belcw where
applicable.
a. Initialization and Checks
Entry point two of the aircraft target engage-
ment procedure is activated when the actual game time
reaches the average weapon impact time calculated during the
Shoot Phase. The particular f air_air_pair * table to b«=>
evaluated is identified by the parameter structure created
at the completion of the Shoot Phase.
The Engagement Result Phase uses a single
control structure to complete the weapon performance evalua-
tion for every ' air_air_p air ' before the battle damage
assessment is executed. This control loop performs the
complete factor evaluation and final 'PKSS* calculation fcr
each pair. The following thre= subsections contain descrip-
tions of the processing within this control structure.
For each pair that is evaluated, two status





































* SUBROUTINE IS DISCUSSED IN CHAPTER II
Figure 2.4 Aircraft Engagement Result Phase Subroutines.
The firs- check determines if there has been an untargeting
command issued for the subject target. The current engage-
ment has already besn executed and therefore can not be
stepped. However, if the particular target aircraft is
currently targeted by another launcher which has net fired
yet, then that engagement will be stopped. The evaluation
of the current weapon continues. The second status check
confirms that the target aircraft has not already been
destroyed. If the target aircraft still exists, evaluation
continues. Otherwise, that pair is deleted from the fable
without being processed and the next pair is processed.
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If the subject engaged pair passes the above
checks, then several indices are accessed from the
•air^air^pair 1 table which identify the target, launcher and
weapon data structures needed for further evaluation. Also
initialized is the environmental factor for 'PKSS' evaluated
during the Shoot Phase and the attacking strike group's
global electronic warfare status, which is discussed in
subsection (c) .
fc. Launch Aspect and Effectiveness Factor
This section cf the Engagement Result Phase
determines the target aspect effectiveness factor for the
engaged weapon. The effectiveness factor is used as a
multiplicative factor for the final PKSS calculation.
The weapcn property tables of the NWGS data base
can provide weapon aspect effectiveness values for each
weapcn type. These factors represent the particular weap-
ons effectiveness with respect to target aspect at launch.
They are the same values used in the subroutine
TIME_OF_FLIGHT discussed during the aircraft target Shoot
Phase. The four factors provided represent the general





The Engagement Result Phase provides two
methods for determining the aspect effectiveness factor to
be used for each air_air_pair *
.
The deterministic or the
stochastic method will be used depending on the game prepa-
ratory selection. When the deterministic method is used
the aspect effectiveness value used is simply the largest.
The most advantageous value of the four factors given for
the particular weapcn will be used. When the stochastic
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BSthcd is used a random comparison value is created by
summing all four of the weapon aspect factors and multi-
plying the total by a Uniform (0,1) random number. The
resultant random value is then compared first to the head-on
factor and then compared progressively to the accumulated
factors until the random value is less than cr equal to the
accumulated sum of the data base factors. When the compar-
ison is satisfied, the aspect effectiveness factor used is
the last one added tc the cumulative sum.
c. Electronic Warfare Factors Determination
This portion of the Engagement Result Phase uses
the subroutine M30_.ES to evaluate the effects of operating
Electronic Countermeasures (ECM) and Electronic Counter
Countermeasures (ECCM) . For this phase, the effects of
greatest interest are those which impact on the engaged
weapon 'FKSS'. The subroutine H30__EW is provided with the
input parameters weapon type and 'tgt_cm'. It returns two
effectiveness factors which are used in the final *PKSS'
calculation. The two factors are , ecm_eff and 'eccm_eff'.
The 'ecm_eff' parameter is associated with the target
aircraft and the ' eccir_eff * parameter is associated with the
engaged weapon. The effectiveness values are numbers
between 0.0 and 1.0 and are used as multiplicative factors.
Appendix A (p. 168) shews the flow for the subroutine «30_EW.
Prior tc calling the subroutine f;30_EW, the
input parameter , tgt_cm 1 must be initialized. This variable
is an array of indicator bits which defines the characteris-
tics of the ECM associated with the target aircraft. The
characteristics included are noise jamming, chaff, infra-red
decoys and electronic decoys. If the target is a member of
the strike group, then the 'tgt_cm' array is set using the
strike group global ECM status which was initialized at the
start of this phase. If the taraet is a CAP aircraft, then
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the 'tgt_cm' array is set according to the evaluation mads
by the subroutines ZW and OP_CM at the end of the Shoot
Phase. It should be noted that the target in either case
need not be operating active ECU itself. When the target is
a CAP aircraft, 2CX support may be provided by any associ-
ated aircraft. However, when the target is a strike group
aircraft, support must be within the same target track.
The subroutine M30_EW, when called, first deter-
mines if the target aircraft has ECM support. If it does,
then the subroutine further evaluates the SCM characteris-
tics with respect to the operating frequency bands and chaff
cr decoy usage. The weapon property tables of the NWGS data
base contain parameters that indicate each weapon's suscep-
tibility to different types of ECM . These weapon property
tables also contain a single 'ecm_eff* value and a single
'9CCffi_e:f ! value for each weapon type in the NWGS system.
These parameters are accessed to determine the ECM and ECCM
effectiveness. If the target is jamming, using chaff or
using decoys and the weapon is susceptible to any of these,
then the weapon's 'ecm_sff' factor is set to the data base
value. Otherwise, the 'ecm_eff' factor is set to zero (0)
.
The same sort of evaluation is performed for the weapon's
ECCM capabilities. If the engaged weapon has ECCM capabili-
ties against *:he operating ECU, then the 'eccm_eff' factor
is set to the data base value. Otherwise, the 'eccm_eff'
factor is set to zero (0). The values assigned to 'ecm_eff
and 'eccm_eff are returned to the Engagement Result Phase
of the aircraft engagement procedure for 'FKSS* evaluation.
d. Probability of Kill Calculation
This section of the Engagement Pesult Phase
modifies the baseline 'PKSS' determined during the Shoot
Phase. The calculation is performed for each 'air_air_pair
'
being evaluated. Eguation 2.6 shows the model formula.
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PKSS = (PKSS*WBF*GEF*ASP*ENV) * (1- (1-eccm) *ecm) (2.5)
where PKSS = the final probability of kill,
PKSS = the baseline probability of kill,
WRF = the weapon reliability factor,
GRF = the guidance reliability factor,
ASP = the target aspect effectiveness factor,
ENV = the environmental factor for PKSS,
eccm = the weapon ECCft ef f set iveness
,
ecm = the target ECM effectiveness.
One additional evaluation is performed for
weapons that require postlaunch guidance from the launching
aircraft. If the launching aircraft has been destroyed
prior to the weapon impact time, -hen the PKSS is further
degraded by a factor of 0.5. Otherwise, t he final 'PKSS'
remains unchanged.
Finally, for each engagement pair processed, the
final 'PKSS' is stored with the appropriate » air_air_ pair 1
for access by the battle damage assessment subroutine.
e. Target Damage Assessment
The final process of the aircraft target
Engagement Result Phase is the target damage assessment.
When the weapon performance evaluation for each pair has
been completed, the aircraft engagement procedure calls the
level two battle damage assessment subroutine M26_ACEDA_2 to
perform the final target damage evaluations. This subrou-
tine us c s the final calculated 'PKSS' for each engaged pair
to determine if the target aircraft is destroyed or not
destroyed. If the target is not destroyed, then the
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subroutine M26_ACBDA_2 calls the subroutine UPDATE to eval-
uate the level of damage. Appendix A (p. 169) and Appendix 3
(p. 202) shew the subroutine and model flow for M26_AC3DA_2.
The subroutine M26_AC3DA_2 execution is
controlled by a pair of nested loops. The outer loop allows
processing to continue while there are still engaged pairs
in the ' air_air_p= ir • table. The inner loop processes pairs
while the same target aircraft is involved. During the
Targeting Phase, pairs with the same target were kept
together in the * air_air_pair • table. For each pair, a
status check is performed to insure that the target aircraft
has net already been destroyed. If the target still exists,
then the aircraft battle damage subroutine begins the
process that converts the ' PKSS* for each engagement pair to
the cumulative probability of target destruction , PRC3_DES I .
First, the standard salvo size for the subject weapon is
obtained from the data base weapon property table. Salvo
size is defined as the number of shots that make up a single
salve. The PKSS is based on a single salvo firing. Second,
a cumulative damage weighting factor is initialized based on
the type of weapon fired. For ail air-to-air missiles, the
'cum_dam 1 is set to three (3). For ail guns, the * cum_dam*
is set to one (1). This variable is used to assist in eval-
uation of accumulated damage when the target is determined
not tc be destroyed.
For each * air_air_pair • with the same target,
equation 2.7 is used iteratively to determine the cumulative
probability cf no damage to the target.
PND = END * (1-PKSS) ** (NS/SS) (2.7)
where PSD = the crcb. of no damage by this engagement,
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PKSS = the probability cf kill for this pair,
NS = the number cf shots fired for this pair,
SS = the number of shoes per salvo.
When all cf the ' air_air_pairs' having the same
target have been processed, the cumulative probability cf no
damage (END) is examined. If the cumulative FND is equal tc
1.0, then further processing of that target is bypassed,
since no damage will cccur. In -his case, the subroutine's
outer icop increments to the next, target; aircraft for
evaluation
.
If some positive probability of target damage
(1-PND) , the final calculation to determine the probability
cf target destruction '?R0B_DES' is performed as shown in
Equation 2.8
PROE_DES = (1 - PND) * (.8 + .4 *Rt!) (2.8)
where PNC = the cum. probability of no target damage,
RN = a numher between 0.0 and 1.0, which is random
Uniform if the method is stochastic or a
default value if the method is deterministic.
If the value fcr 'RN' a Ions is less than the
final PRCB_DES, then the target aircraft is determined tc be
destroyed. Otherwise, the target is not destroyed and must
be evaluated further for damage. Whan the aircraft target
has two cr more engines and the 'PR03_DES' to 'RN' ratio is
greater than 0.5, then the subroutine UPDATE is called tc
evaluate the target damaae. If the ' PROB DBS' RN 1 T- s * -' r*
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engine, the targe -1-, is determined to be undamaged.
A (p. 173) shows the subroutine flow for UPDATE.
The subroutine UPDATE is called when th
aircraft is not destroyed but the PROB_DES is cons:
large enough to warrant damage to its sensors or weapons.
First, the damage ratio (DR) is set equal to the
'PROB DES'/'RN' ratio. At this point, the target's cumula-




ccissiles wh =re assigned a factor of 3 and guns
1. The appropriate value is added to the target's cumula-
tive damage status. This status is a running total of the
damage ir.curred on the target, aircraft during the current
flight, including other engagements. At this point, if the
cumulative damage status is greater than five (5), the
subroutine UPDATE determines the target to be destroyed In
this case, control is returned to the aircraft battle damage
subroutine and evaluation of the next targetassessment
begins.
When the target's cumulative damage is less than
six (6), the subroutine UPDATE continues to evaluate the
damage to sensors and weapons. The number of sensors and
weapons damaged is determined according to Equation 2.9 and
2. 10 .
nsen dam = PD * INS + 0.5 (truncated) (2.9)
nwep_dam = PD * TNW + 0.5 (truncated) (2. 10)
where nsen_dam = the number of sensors damaged,







= the target aircraft sensor capacity,
= the target aircraft weapon capacity.
The subroutine UPDATE uses separate loops to
step through the target's sensor systems and weapon systems.
Within each loop, the subroutine codes the operative systems
as damaged until 'nsen_dam' and 'nwep_dam' are reached. If
all of either system type are damaged, the respective loop
is exited. If all sensor systems and all weapon systems are
damaged, then the subroutine UPDATE again determines that
the target is destroyed.
At the completion of the target damage evalua-
tion, control is returned to the battle damage assessment
subroutine M26_ACBDA_2. Several administrative subroutines
are then called to perform the necessary record keeping
tasks. These subroutines are not relevant to the Engagement
Pesult Phase modeling and are net discussed further. New,
if there are mere aircraft targets to ce evaluated for this
impact time, the subroutine's outer control loop initiates
another target evaluation sequence. Otherwise, control is
returned to the aircraft target engagement procedure
M20_AC_AC_2 and the Engagement Result Phase is complete.
f. Prepare for Free Launchers Phase
When all Engagement Results have been evaluated
for a particular impact time, the Engagement Result Phase
final action is to fill the parameter structure which is
used by NWGS to schedule and call entry point three of the
aircraft engagement procedure M20_AC_AC_2. Entry point
three is the Free Launchers Phase of engagement execution.




3- fissile Tar£€t Engagement Results
The Engagement Result Phase of the cruise missile-
engagement procedure M20_AC_MSL uses virtually the identical
methcdolcgy and modeling as the aircraft engagement proce-
dure M2Q_AC_AC_2. Except for the one-sidedness of the air
battle with cruise missiles, a few different variable names
and a simplified battle damage assessment, the twc proce-
dures for this phase are indistinguishable. Initial checks,
launch aspect effectiveness, electronic warfare effective-
ness and probability of kill determination are modeled in
exactly the same manner as the aircraft target routine. The
only notable modeling difference which needs discussion is
in the damage assessment area. Figure 2.5 shews the missile
target Engagement Result Phase subroutine hierarchy.
appendix A (p. 188) and Appendix B (p. 206) show the procedure
and model flow for the missile target Engagement Result
Phase
.
The target lHi£Le assessment portion of the
Engagement Result Phase for missile targets is accomplished
totally within the missile engagement procedure. However,
the missile target evaluation routine contains a simplified
version cr ^he M26_ACEDA_2 subroutine. The methodology is
the same, but the evaluation is carried out only to the
point where the *arget is determined to be either destroyed
cr not destroyed. The variable for probability cf kill
'P^PECD* is calculated as shown in equation 2.11 and it
uses an identical formula fcr PND (Equation 2.7) as in the
aircraft target routine. The •?K_PROD' is evaluated for
each • air_air_pair ' even when the sams target platform is
involved. Therefore, any cumulative probability of kill fcr
a given target is not considered for cruise missile targets,























* SUBROUTINE IS OISCUSSEO IN CHAPTER II
Figure 2.5 Missile Engagement Result Phase Subroutines.
?K FROE = 1 - ?ND (2.11)
where END = cumulative probability of no damage to this
t ar g e t
.
When the value for 'P^PROD 1 is calculated, it is
compared to a reference probability. The reference prob-
ability is set by the game preparator when th a deterministic
evaluation method is used. When the sxcchastic method is
used, the reference probability is a Uniform (0,1) random
number redrawn for each comparison. The reference value
assigned by the game preparator is different from the ' RN*
reference value used in the aircraft target procedure. Both
values are accessed from the • q_mcdel_cti' table. However,




. reference_prob. engagement s 1 , and the aircraft target
engagement •RN I value is found under ' .bda 1 . In any case,
for cruise missile targets, if the ' PK_PROD* value is
greater than or equal to the reference probability, then the
cruise missile is determined to be destroyed. Otherwise,
the cruise missile target completely escapes damage and the
next target * air_air_pair begins processing.
1. FREE LAUNCHERS PHASE
For both the M20_AC_AC_2 and the M20_AC_MS1 procedures,
the executicn of this phase is identical. For some engage-
ments, when *-he weapon involved is a launch-and-leave type
weapon, which requires no guidance information after launch,
this phase is scheduled immediately at the end of the Shoot
Phase. In all ether cases, i*: is scheduled following the
Engagement Result Phase. It is a very simple phase, yet it
is essential because it allows the launcher aircraft to be
freed for further targeting assignment. This is accom-
plished simply, by setting the launcher assignment bit in
the appropriate launcher platform data table to zero (0) for
each launcher indicated by the scheduling parameter struc-
ture. Once this has been accomplished, control is returned
to the Aircraft or Missile monitor routines in the engage-
ment control modules and these aircraft ar= available for
targeting and other air battles if necessary. The
'ai^air^pair 1 created by a launch-and-leave weapon engage-
ment is still evaluated a* the appropriate impact time even
though the launcher aircraft may have been freed. Appendix
A (?. 159) and Appendix B (p. 203) show the Free Launchers
Phase flew for the aircraft target routines. Appendix A
(p. 193) and Appendix B (p. 207) shew the corresponding flow





This chapter provides qualitative commentary concerning
the suitability and reasonability of the NWGS air-tc-air
engagement models described in Chapter II. From an opera-
tional point of vi<=w, it discusses the strong and weak
points of the models with respect to the level of realism.
From an analytic point of view, parameter definition, para-
meter aggregation and modeling technique are The main points
cf emphasis. This discussion furnishes an understanding of
what ths models actually provide for the user and also clar-
ifies that which is not provided. Computer programming
errors that effect, the model outputs are also identified in
this chapter. An added purpose for this discussion is to
lay the groundwork, for recommendations made in Chapter IV.
1 • Evaluati on of Data Based Models
Data based modeling in general has both advantages
and disadvantages. The main advantage is that it permits
development of very generalized and unclassified models.
Thus, a single model may be used to describe several
scenarios. Siven such a model with sufficient parameters
and a data base with the appropriate parameter values,
almost any process may be simulated. The major disadvantage
cf data based modeling may result directly from this capa-
bility. The model builder can easily acquire a tendency to
define convenient arbitrary parameters for his model. These
parameters, as defined and combined within the model, may
completely satisfy the model requirements. However, when
the model user attenpts tc fill the data base with the
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required values, the parameter definitions may become diffi-
cult tc represent.
The availability of appropriate data for the para-
meter structure of a data based model is a critical issue.
The model builder must always be concerned with the exis-
tence of representative data for the parameters defined,
whether or not it is the model builder's responsibility tc
provide these values. Appropriate data can be obtained from
actual performance or test evaluations, Fleet operational
evaluations, intelligence publications or from other
commonly accepted models and simulations. In any case, the
information required must be either directly available or
obtainable through derivation.
The system contractor for NWGS, Computer Sciences
Corporation, was required to provide only the data base
structure and parameter definitions with their models. The
data fcase values, scire of which are classified, are to be
provided by the U.S. Navy. The problem of arbitrary para-
meter definitions and the subsequent difficulty of parameter
representation in the data base have become significant
problems for the Center for War Gaming in the installation
of NWGS.
Throughout this evaluation, an emphasis is placed on
the availability of data for the defined parameters. The
actual parameter values to be provided by the classified
data tase are not included in this study. However, the NWGS
air-tc-air models are so dependent on their data base
values, that an effort is made throughout the evaluation to
provide clear parameter definitions for use by the NWGS Data
Ease Manager.
2« Evaluation Atcroach
The organization of this evaluation is bas^d on the
three irajor engagement phases of the NWGS air-tc-air
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engagement routines. They are the Targeting Phase, the
Shoot Phase and ^he Engagement Result Phase. It should be
understood however, that the underlying structure of the
evaluation is founded in the reality of air-to-air engage-
ments. The implication is that certain minimum sequential
components of air-tc-air engagements must be considered by
any model that intends to describe that warfare environment.
There are five major components that must be accounted for,
regardless of the model's level of detail. They are:
•Detection evaluation,
•Targeting/Weapon Assignment evaluation,
•Conversion to Firing Position,
• Shoot Determination,
Zngagem Outcome .
Operators and analysts alike would agree that these provide
a minimum structure for modeling the air-to-air arena. Any
particular model should also be able to distinguish between
the long range type of engagement and the short range and/or
dog fight type of air-to-air engagement.
Each Df the five components above includes saveral
subcomponents which should be considered by the model in
some appropriate way during the major component analysis.
The level cf detail required in the model is generally
dictated by the detail implied by the model inputs. Sore
importantly, the level of detail should be determined by the
detail cf the outputs that the medei user requires to make
decisions. This required level of detail in turn dictates
the degree of subcomponent aggregation that is allowable.
These subcomponents are identified and discussed further
within the applicable evaluation sections.
The NWGS approach to air-to-air engagement modeling
is quite different than the sequential component structure
discussed above. No detection evaluation is Derformed once
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the strike group has been detected by the defending force.
The Targeting Phase performs an optimized assignment of
launcher, weapon and targe- combinations while assuming that
all taigets are detected by all eligible launcher aircraft.
These assignments are made when a targe- is within a weapon
maximum effective range. The Shoot Phase then performs
several different evaluations for each targeting assignment
to determine which engagements are actually executed. This
phase must account for ail factors involved in the engage-
ment scenario that contribute to the launcher's ability to
launch a specific weapon. There is no time delay between
the Targeting Phase and the Shoot. Phase. This means that
the evaluation of the Conversion to Firing Position is
conducted after the fact. The original targeting assign-
ments are mad? at the desired weapon firing position. When
the weapon launches have been executed, the Engagement
Result Phase determines the outcome by evaluating the
factors which contribute to the weapon performance and
subsequent target damage.
The discussions contained in this chapter relate the
five major components of generalized air-tc-air engagements
to the three modeling phases of the NWGS air-to-air engage-
ment routines. The procedure descriptions in Chapter II
demonstrate the significant commonality of the aircraft
target and cruis= missile target rcutines. Therefore, the
following discussions do not generally separate the evalua-
tion of different target types. However, the important
modeling aspects related specifically to different target
types are pointed out in the appropriate sections.
E. NIGS TARGETING PHASE EVALUATION
Since the Targeting Phase is the first phase of the NWGS
air-tc-air engagement routines, it must satisfy the minimum
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modeling requirement of the initial components of the gener-
alized air-to-air engagement. The components that should ba
considered during this phase are the Detection evaluation
and the Weapons Assignment evaluation.
In an aggregate model whera only the numbers of
launchers and Targets are used, factors that effect indi-
vidual target detection ranges can be consumed into a single
factor. For models using more detail, where individual
platform versus platform engagements are represented, it is
importan* tc account for the subcomponents of the Detection
and Targeting evaluations individually.
Important subcomponents that shouli be considered during
the Detection evaluation component are:
• Jamming (both self screening and stand-off)
,
• Target Density for Radar Resolution,
• Radar Target Size,
• Weather Factors.
If a target has jamming support, this will have a great
impact on the actual target detection range. A launcher may
be unable to detect a jammer screened target until well
inside its maximum effective weapon range. The air strike
density will also have significant impact en long range
radar resolution of individual targets. For example, in a
realistic long range scenario, a weapon may initially be
assigned tc a single radar track which may actually be
composed of multiple platforms. Ihesa individual platforms
will net be resolvable until a shorter range. The target
size and weather also directly influence the radar's ability
tc detect the target. In the short range cases, the most
important factor becomes First Radar or Visual Detection and
Jamming beccmes much less critical.
Subcomponents that contribute to the Targeting evalua-
tion in both the short and the long range cases are:
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• Rules of Engagement Status,
• Potential launcher Weapon Compliment,
• Launcher Target Range.
The important point to be made here is that targeting of
individual target platforms cannot and should not be
performed until the individual targets are detectable. when
multiple targets are detected as a single radar track, only
the single radar track shculi be targeted.
The NWGS Targeting Phase ,for both aircraft and cruise
missile targets, dees not follow the sequential component
approach of the generalized air-to-air engagement model.
Detection information including jamming analysis, target
density, target size and weather are not evaluated at all
during this phase. The significant effects f ? T1intercept
geometry en the weapon maximum range capaoility are also not
considered curing this phase.
The Targeting Phase is initiated when the strike group
as a whole is detected, but targeting assignments a: c not
mad- until the launcher-to-target range is within a launcher
weapon's maximum effective range. When the Targeting Phase
is initiated it begins immediately performing the targeting
process. Firs-, it evaluates the rules-of-engagement status
for all potential launchers. Then the NWGS Targeting Phase
performs an idealized weapon assignment process which
creates specific la uncher- weapon and target combinations.
These targeting assignments are based solely on the
launcher-tc-target range and altitude differential with
respect to the specific weapon capabilities.
Idealized targeting refers to the NWGS effort to opti-
mize the platform-to-platform weapon assignments.
Throughout the targeting process, the general assumption is
that ail target platforms are identified and resolvaDle,
even with respect to their missions. Targeting limits
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calculated during this phase control the number of launchers
assigned to a single mission track, and prevent over
targeting of individual target platforms. The process is
purely deterministic and the result is a perfect and all
knowing launcher allocation for the given range separation.
The NWGS Targeting Phase is not a one-time operation.
It is executed repeatedly as the ranges between launchers
and targets close. There is only one special provision
during the Targeting Phase to distinguish the short range
air battle from the long range engagement.. When a launcher
has multiple aerial guns en board, more than one target ir.ay
be assigned to that launcher aircraft. That extra provision
affects primarily large bomber aircraft with multiple gun
systems for defense. Otherwise, close range targeting
assignments are performed in the same manner as the long
range assignments.
It appears that the NWGS approach to the modeling of the
air-tc-air engagement arena is based on the following
conceptual sequence. The Targeting Phase will first create
the idealized, all knowing launcher-target allocation. Then
the Shoot Phase, in an effort to account for all of the
aspects of realism, will perform the appropriate evalua-
tions. These evaluations then totally determine the deci-
sion to actually execute each engagement. This approach is
contrary to a realistic or expected sequencing of events.
In the final analysis, if the model output should happen to
be reasonable, it will be extremely difficult to explain in
realistic terms, how the model produced those results.
The following sutsections provide iiscussion of specific
areas of interest in the existing Targeting Phase modeling.
Although the NWGS approach is not considered desireable,
most of the suggested solutions below are discussed in terms




Ji§££on § Free Check
The rules-of-engage ment evaluation for both aircraft
and cruise missile targets is performed, as it should be,
early in the Targeting Phase. Neither model allows a
launcher tc be assigned a target without a weapons-free
status. Since the actual targeting assignments are creared
at the propcsed weapon launch point, the weapons- free status
check irust te performed at that time. Models that simulate
the conversion process from a long range detection tc the
weapon firing position, may evaluate the weapons-free status
at the completion of the conversion, long after the initial
weapon selection is made. A weapon-tight status should not
preclude the execution of a conversion if the conversion is
desired. In reality, the appropriate time for a rules-cf-
engag anient check is prior tc the shoot decision. It is
important that during game play, the player is forced to be
aware of the weapons-free status.
2. Range Determination
The subroutine M3 0-PROXIMITY is called bv the
Targeting Phase to determine the ranges used for
latei evaluations. This subroutine calculates the great-
circ. range between tracks. The great-circle ranging
significant effect on the rang-
method yields the distance along the surface of the earth.
It does not take the track altitudes into account. Altitude
differential will have a
determination. In the air-to-air targeting environment,
ranges are short enough so that the slant-range method will
provide much better information. The slant -range, or the
line of sight range, method should be used during this phase
to calculate the range between launchers and targets.
during the Targeting Phase evaluation.
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3 • Mission We iahtina IL^. H&LSl&lkJLlkSL Limits
The Targeting Phase uses mission weighting factors
and target proportion ratios to determine the targeting
limit "max". The "max" value controls the number of
launchers assigned to a particular track of targets. Th a
targeting limits "max", "wpn_limit" and "mt_limit" all
assist in targeting optimization. The use of mission
weighting factors implies launcher knowledge of each target
mission. Such emphasis on the target mission importance is
a reasonable approach when the air-to-air engagements reach
the visual detection or short range arena. In that environ-
ment, the launcher can pick its target through visual iden-
tification. However, in the classic long range scenario, it
is dcubtful that such mission knowledge would be available
during target assignment. For this reason, the mission
weighting factors should only be used by the Targeting Phase
when ths launcher-to-target range is lass than some reason-
able visual range, say eight miles. If any target weighting
is to be performed at long range, it should really be based
en radar return size or passive sensor information. The use
cf the targeting limits "wpn_limit", "mt_limit" and "max"
without the mission weighting factor are very effective
controls for performing the optimized target allocation.
4 • Altitude D if f er ent i al and Weaoon Parameters
The Taraeting Phase uses the altitude differential
between launcher and target tracks to evaluate the selected
weapon's look-up and look-down limitations. The actual
weapen look-up and lock-down limitations for most air-tc-air
weapons are expressed in terms of degrees. There is no
meaningful way to define these limits in terms cf altitude
differential as this model does. These angular limitations
cf interest here are given relative to the horizon. A
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simple calculation using the slant range and altitude
differential between launcher and target can be mac a to
determine the appropriate value. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
problem. If the angular limitation of interest were radar
cr weapon gimbal limitations, then calculations would have
to evaluate the angle relative to the aircraft center line.
The information reguired to perform that calculation can not
SLANT RANGE (SLR)
(MM)














Figure 3.1 Weapcn Look-Op/Look-Down Determination.
be provided by NWGS. If this method is used, the appro-
priate changes must also be Bade to the data base weapoi
property limits for lcck-up and look-down.
The current Targeting Phase method for evaluating
the weapon's lock-up and lock-down iimi-s, besides using
si -ltitude differential, also has a logical error in the ?L/I

coding. The error exists in both tha aircraft, and missile
target procedures and is repeated wherever this evaluation
is performed. The altitude differential will always be a
negative value when the target is higher than the launcher.
If the data base lcck-up limit value is positive, the
look-up limit will always be satisfied. If the data base
value is negative, then the look-up limit will only be
satisfied when there is actually an excessive look-up.
There is also seme question as to the necessity of
this evaluation considering the level of detail provided by
this mcdel. The check is certainly appropriate for the
longer range engagements. However, for the close rangQ
engagements where the dynamic launcher positioning is not
actually modeled, the Targeting Phase should assume that
these limitations are accounted for through the launcher
positioning. Therefore, the appropriate model should use
degrees of launcher look-up or look-down for long range
targeting and then step using the limitations when the range
closes tc less than five miles.
5 . Jam min£ Evaluation
Several factors have been mentioned which are
subcomponents cf the Detection component of the generalized
air-tc-air engagement. The most significant of these is
probably the jamming effect on detection ranges and the
resultant effect on first weapen launch opportunities. This
mcd^l would appear much more realistic if the consideration
cf jammer effects on detection ranges were added. The
Subroutine M30_EW currently performs an evaluation cf weapon
susceptibility to ECM during the Engagement Result Phase.
Such an evaluation should be performed during the Targeting
Phase in terms of the fire control radar susceptibility.
Once susceptibility evaluation is completed, ;he
following simple method could be used to apply lim:
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jamminc effects to the model. A target supported by jamming
within its own track could be treated as a self screened
target and a target supported by a jammer in another track
could be treated as a target screened by a stand-off jammer.
Any number and variety of degradation factors could be used.
It is important that the effects on the specific radar
detection range are represented and then the subseguent
effect on weapon launch range. This will insure that in the
short range case, jamming will not be as effective as in
the longer range engagements. Arriving at appropriate
detection range limits will require additional analysis, but
this addition alone could significantly improve the
Targeting Phase realism.
6 • Multi- Targe ting
The Targeting Phase represents the multi-targeting
capability of certain weapons very well. It requires the
multi-targeting weapon type to be selected and already
assigned to one tarcet before the capability can be used.
The model is also no 4- permitted to target the same target as
the launcher's first weapon.
There is an additional factor which should be
considered in determining the application the multi-
targeting capability. For today's muiti- targeting weapons,
the operating mode cf the weapon's fire control system is
very significant. The fire control system must also be
operating in a multi-targeting mode. Environments, such as
those with heavy jaiming may prescribe the use cf singly
targeted weapons even when the weapon type has a multi-
targeting capability. With the inclusion of the jamming
evaluation suggested abov= in subsection (5) , it would b^
relatively easy to influence the execution of the multi-




The NWGS Targeting Phase performs the idealized
targeting assignments in a very effective and well
controlled manner. With the exception of the coding error
in the altitude differential check, the routine performs as
expected. However, as suggested throughout the discussions
above, the NWGS approach to modeling the Targeting Phase is
net realistic in its sequencing ncr is it likely to produce
reasonable results for further evaluation. It appears that
the model is designed so that the Shoot Phase evaluation
must account for all cf the various affects of realism. It
seems that seme cf these effects must be incorporated in the
Targeting Phase in order to create some realism.
C. NWGS SHCOI PHASE EVALUATION
Based on the generalized component structure of
air-tc-air engagements, the NWGS Shoot Phase should encom-
pass both the Conversion and Shoot component evaluations.
The Conversion component represents the maneuvering of the
launcher aircraft from the initial target detection position
tc the ultimate weapon launch position. The Shoot component
represents the final evaluation of the attained launch posi-
tion, the decision to execute the weapon launch and the
subsequent launch success or failure. The final launch
position evaluation is performed in terms of the envelope of
the selected weapon.
In a highly aggregated model, the number and types of
weapons fired may be the only desired output. In that case,
the many factors contributing to the Conversion and Shoot
component evaluation may be generalized into a few overall
effectiveness factors. However, when the required level of
detail is such that individual intercepts and specified
launcher-target pairings are created, the contributing
factors must be more precisely considered.
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There are several important, contributing factors
influence the Conversion to Firing Position componen"
individual engagements. Fcr long range engagements,
following factors should be considered.
ror
-; h e
• Starting Intercept Geometry (defined by launcher and
target)
,
• Targe 4: Speed and Altitude,
• Intercept Control Radar Reliability,
• Weather,
• Vectoring Assistance,
• Range for Conversion,
• Selected Weapon,
• Launcher Aircraft Performance Capabilities.
For the clcse range visual arena the significant factors
that should be considered are reduced to:
• First Detection,
• Weather,
• Relative Launcher and Target Maneuverability,
• Launcher Selected Weapon.
The Sheet Component evaluation should consider the
factors that contribute to the actual firing decision and
then the actual execution of the launch itself. These
factors include:
• Firing Doctrine,
• Weapon Firing parameter Requirements,
• ECM/ECCM,
• Launcher Reliability.
The Sheet Phase cf the HWGS air-to-air engagement models
proves to re the mest significant of the four engagement
phases with respect to the realism and believability of the
overall engagement model output. T'n.^. current model
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operation for this phase must account for all of the
contributing factors involved in air-to-air engagement from
initial target detection through trigger squeeze. The Shcot
Phase is provided with the table of idealized targeting
assignments created by the Targeting Phase. Each of these
launcher-target pairs have already closed tc firing rang?
and are waiting only for the decision to execute. This
phase must consider the realistic aspects of the conversion
that would have had tc take place in order for the launcher
tc arrive at the current launcher position. Then, if the
model determines that the conversion had a high probability
of being successful, the decision to shoot is made.
Otherwise, a successful conversion is considered to be
unlikely and the particular engagement is cancelled.
The basis used by NWGS during the Shoot Phase -co deter-
mine the likelihood of a successful conversion is .he evalu-
ation the Probability of Conversion 'PCOMV TM s
evaluation combines some ne factors of both the
Conversion component and the Shoot component of the general-
ized air-tc-air engagement. The factors that are included
in the NWGS Sheet Phase model are weather, vector assis-
tance, target steed, altitude and size, firing doctrine,
weapon system reliability, launcher reliability and the
specific launcher aircraft and weapon combination. It als^
appears that the NWGS nodel design for this phase may try zo
account for some of the initial target detection limita-
tions. The NWGS approach to modeling these factors is
discussed in detail later. Two critical subcomponents
missing from the above list are the intercept geometry at
the cf the conversion and the range available
accomplish the conversion. The imcact cf these emissions
are also discussed later.
The Shoot Phase, like the Targeting Phase, is not a
one-time execution. It is repeatedly activated as long as

the Targeting Phase is creating launcher-target pairings.
Therefore, Shoot Phase evaluations are performed, over the
entire possible launcher-target range spectrum used by the
Targeting Phase. No special provisions are contained in the
Shoot Phase modeling to account for the short rang? air
battle. In this arena. First Detection and Launcher-Target
Relative Maneuverability should become the critical factors
in the conversion evaluation.
The NWGS Shoot Phase uses the classic conditional prob-
ability product sequence approach to determine the final
PCONV* for each engagement pair provided by the Targeting
Phase. Then, a straight forward reference 'PCONV' or a
simple Mcnte Carlo random draw is used for comparison to
determine if the weapon launch is actually performed. The
following subsections provide detailed discussion of
specific areas of interest involved in the Shoot Phase
modeling. These comments assume that the Targeting Phase
provides the idealized launcher-target pairing as discussed
earlier and that none of the implied changes have been
incorporated in the Targeting Phase.
1 • £§si!ine Pro babilit % of Con vsrsion (1PC0NV
)
Ihe NWSS data base provides the capability to main-
tain a table of baseline 'PCONV values for each launcher
aircraft type and specific weapon combination. Each table
may contain several different values referenced by the
specific target classification parameters. Aircraft targets
are classified into two speed categories and three size
categories resulting in six possible 'PCONV values. Cruise
missile targets are class! fisd into three speed categories
and four altitude categories resulting in twelve possible
'PCONV values.
This classification approach provides tremendous
flexibility to the model and should allow the user to
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observe -.he effects cf various target types on the
ment cutcoms. A major difficulty arises when one attempts
to determine the representative values for these data base
parameters.
The baseline •PCONV parameter is net clearly
defined for the Data Ease Manager. It is absolutely neces-
sary that an adequate definition be used as the analytical
basis for this measure of effectiveness. Otherwise, there
is no hope of obtaining reasonable engagement outcomes. The
current data base values are completely arbitrary and are
only meant to be temporary until the appropriate values are
provided.
Each baseline 'PCONV value appears to represent the
expected probability that the launcher aircraft detects a
target of the specified type and maneuvers to a satisfactory
launch position for the selected weapon. The expectation
should b3 taken over all possible range separations for the
subject conversion. The analytical basis for the detection
portion cf this probability could be the cumulative prob-
ability of detection for the specific target type from the
radar system maximum range to the selected weapon maximum
effective range. With these definitions, the ability to
determine reasonable approximations for the 'PCONV 1 para-
meter values seems more feasible. Significant analysis and
the application of a detailed micro level research simula-
tion will undoubtedly be required. If such an analysis were
accomplished, the baseline 'PCONV values should account for
the fcllcwing factors:
» Launch Aircraft Performance,
• Selected Weapon Launch Point,
• Target Size, Speed and Altitude (cruise missile
only)
,






Det set ion Launch
Such baseline ' PCONV ' values would apply equally tc long and
short range engagements.
This discussion is aimed at providing means for
obtaining reasonable results from the existing air-tc-air
engagement nod el. The suitability of using this type of
aggrega-e factor modeling in conduction with individual
platform engagement modeling is discussed later in the Shoot
Phase summary.
2 - ICCNV Mo dif ication Factors
The methodology of calculating total probabilities
by multiplying sequences of conditional probabilities is a
classical and commonly accepted modeling technique.
Assuming that the baseline •PCONV 1 parameter values are
reasonable, the application of additional effectiveness
parameters to calculate total probability should also be
reasonable. It is important to keep in mind that this
•PCONV evaluation is performed at the proposed launch point
which, in reality, is after the actual conversion would have
taken place. The NWGS Shoot Phase evaluates the following
factors:
• Launcher Weapon System Reliability,
• Launcher Rail Reliability,
• Vector Assistance Availability,
• Weather Factor for Conversion.
Additional factors that contribute to the total conversion
success probability that could also be evaluated are:
• ECVSCCM,




• Relative Launcher-target maneuverability (short
range engagements) .
Most of the NWGS Sheet Phase factors are accessed as data
base parameter values. Therefore, the following discussions
focus on the availability of the required data. The appro-
priateness of specific factors and the model's approach to
their evaluation are also discussed where applicable.
a. Reliability Factors
The Shoot Phase •PCONV evaluation uses two
r3liability factors both of which are associated with the
specific weapon system in use. The aircraft and cruise
missile Shoe- Phase models both use these factors. They
are:
• Weapon System Fire Control Reliability,
• Weapon System Launcher Reliability.
The fire control parameter represents the probability that
the cnccarc weapon system support requirements for the
selected weapon will be met. The launcher reliability
represents the probability that the weapon will successfully
launch, given the weapon launch command. Both of these
parameters are accessed from the specific weapon system
property table. Therefore, the values are related to the
selected weapon and not to the launcher arrcraft. This
means that the same weapon type launched from different
launcher aircraft types will have the same reliability
values. In reality the fire control reliability would be
significantly effected by the launcher aircraft type as
well. It appears that this launch aircraft related factor
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Nothing is gained by having two separate reli-
ability parameters except seme flexibility in the data base.
One overall reliability parameter at this point in the mod?!
would suffice. In fact, the values could be included in the
baseline « PCCNV 1 tables without affecting the model. Of all
the parameters used during the Shoot Phase, these are the
only hardware related values. For that reason, the avail-
ability of data to describe these parameters should not be a
problem.
b. Vector Assistance
The vector assistance evaluation is performed
enly curing the aircraft target Shoot Phase when the
launcher aircraft is designated as a defending aircraft or
CAP. For these launchers, there are two possible vector
assistance factors that may be used to modify the •PCONV 1
value. Grcund Control Intercept (GCI) assistance aicne
enhances the 'PCONV 1 by a factor of 1.1. Airborne Early
Warning (AEW) assistance aicne or with GCI enhances the
•PCONV by a factor of 1.2. Otherwise, there is no vector
assistance factor applied. These are the only Sheet Phase
parameters net provided by the data base. They are set
within the computer program code.
The NWGS document at i en gives no justification
for net providing the same vector assistance evaluation for
an attacking aircraft strike group. It is certainly
feasible that in some scenarios, a strike group might have
vectcring assistance support. There is also no reason why
the missile target Sheet Phase should not include vectoring
assistance for the defending aircraft.
The actual values used appear to be rather arbi-
trary but seem reasonable. It is generally accepted that
AFW assistance is more capable then GCI assistance and there
is no guesticn that either of them should be enhancements to
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'PCONV. The degres of enhancement is the question and
again, a derailed analysis may provide more representative
values. There is also a possibility that the degree of
enhanceman-1- is largely determined by the launcher aircraft
and its own radar control capability.
c. Weather Factor
The Shoot Phase weather factor evaluation is
performed fcr both aircraft and missile strike groups. The
subroutine WEATH E3_F ACTOP. evaluates the current game weather
conditions and deter lines the factors that most effect the
Con version to Firing Position and the weapon performance.
Eased en these determinations, the subroutine returns an
effectiveness factor for each. The subroutine use of
precipitation and cloud density is very effective and prop-
erly analyzes the factors that have the greatest effect on
•PCONV and weapon performance. The weather effects fcr
•PCONV ere related to the specific weapon system. The
weapon system, in this case, is independent of the launch
aircraft. Again, the sensitivity question arises when
trying to determine the actual effectiveness values fcr
given weather conditions. Data for such an analysis will
most likely have to be simulated. The current temporary
values ere strictly subjective.
d. ECM/ECCM Effects
Electronic Counter Measures (ECM) and
Electronic-Counter Counter Measures (ECCM) come info play
durir.g two components of the generalized air-to-air engage-
ment. The Detection component and the Engagement Outcome
component are affected in different ways by ECM/ZCCM and
both should be accounted for in some way. In the Detection
component, ECM affects primarily the radar defection ranges
and thereby may limit some weapon launch ranges. In the
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Engagement Outcome component ECM and ECCM capabilities
affect primarily the weapon performance. Separate evalua-
tion are required to fully account for ECM and ECCM effects.
Jamming effects and implications for the
Detection component were discused in the NWGS Targeting
Phase evaluation where it logically should be approached.
However, assuming that no changes are made to the Targeting
Phase model, ECM and ECCM effects can and must be accounted
for during the Shoot Ehase in order to realistically influ-
ence the decision to shoot. In the Targeting Phase, appli-
cation cf jamming effects could simply limit the weapon
targeting range. In the Shoot Phase, for the longer range
engagements, ECM and 2CCX effectiveness parameters may be
used to degrade the 'PCONV' parameter. The short range
engagement 'PCONV should be unaffected by jamming.
The ECM and ECCM effectiveness parameters
currently available in the NWGS data base apply to specific
weapcn performance. Therefore, a different parameter must
be provided to represent the effectiveness of specific
radar/fire control systems with respect to 'PCONV' under
jamming conditions. Reasonable representations of ZCM/SCCM
effects en '?CO;vlV' will be much more difficult to derive
than their effects on radar detection range. It will most
certainly require a detailed simulation analysis designed
for the specific purpose of determining ECM/ECCM effective-
ness values for the 'PCONV evaluation.
e. Intercept and Engagement Geometry
The geometry of an air-to-air engagement comes
into play during two components of the generalized
air-tc-air engagement. The Conversion component and the
Engagement Cutccme component are both affected in different
ways by * he situation geometry and both should be accounted
for at this NWGS level of detail. In the Conversion
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component, the initial intercept geometry defined by target
aspect angle, altitude differential, range to launch posi-
tion and relative speeds all significantly affect the
launcher's ability tc successfully complete the conversion.
In the Engagement Outcome component, the target aspect at
weapon intercept time ef facts the weapon performance. These
two areas should be accounted for separately. Neither the
Targeting Phase nor the Shoot Phase evaluate initial inter-
cept geometry. The apparent assumption male is that the
baseline 'rCONV' values, which account for the launcher type
and the target descriptive parameters, will adequately
represent all possible cases of initial geometry. Again,
the NWGS models are using techniques typically used for
aggregate macro level models, yet attempting tc provide
micro level detail.
Since the first NWGS target evaluations occur
within weapon launch range, any application of initial
intercept geometry would require tremendous model revision.
An alternative approach is to perform a target aspect evalu-
ation during the Shoct Phase in order to influence the oeci-
sion to shoot. All of the necessary parameter values for
such an evaluation are currently available in the data base
game track tables. For the longer range engagements, the
most realistic approach is to adjust the weapon maximum
effective range based on the target aspect evaluation. Then
an explicit shoot/nc shoot decision can be made based on
that range and the weapon's target aspect cut off limits.
It would be sufficient for this model to use the four
general target aspect categories rather than exact measure-
ments. This improvement would require the addition of these
weapon specific parameters to the data base. The data for
derivation of these values would be fairly accessable.
Another alternative for this model, is to use the target
aspect effectiveness factor for the specific weapon as a
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moiif icaxicn factor for the 'PCONV. Such parameters are
provided fcr in the data base under weapon properties.
However, the availability of data to derive reasonable
rsDresentation fcr these values is uncertain Th 1 a+far
alternative would also aagravate the already serious arbi-
trary parameterization problem.
f. Maneuverability Effects
In the short range visual arena it would be
extremely difficult to model the maneuvering dynamics of
close in air-tc-air combat. For this reason, the PCONV
deter minaticn for short range engagements should be based on
a comparison of the relative launcher-target maneuverabili-
ties and the impact cf First Detection.
3 • lining Dcctr ire
The NWGS Shoot Phase determines the firing doctrine
for air-tc-air missiles (AA ^) based en the particular weap-
on 1 s baseline single shot probability kill (•PKSS 1 )
the number cf that missile type on beard the launcher. The
baseline 'PKSS' values are provided by the data base for
specified launcher- weapon and target combination. The
'PKSS 1 represents the probability that the AAM launched from
the specific launcher type will destroy a target of the
specified type, assuming that it guides and fuses properly.
The 'PKSS* values are discussed in greater detail .n th.
Engagement Result Phase evaluation.
There are twe firing doctrines, shoot-look-shoot (1)
ind shoot-shoot- look (2). The shoo _ _ i cok-shoot doctrine is
always ueed for AAMs unless the missile 'PKSS 1 is less than
0.7 and there are at least four of that missile type on
heard the launcher aircraft. This determination is very
straight forwara. Its accuracy depends primarily en the
baselire 'PKSS' values. In reality, CAP aircraft will very
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rarely use any fire doctrine ether than shoot-look-shoot.
This firing doctrine determination is used only as a para-
meter for the actual weapon expenditure determination for
&AM.
** • Wea pon Expenditure
The Shoot Phase uses the firing doctrine and the
final 'PCONV value to determine the actual number of rounds
fired for A?.Ms. When aerial guns are used only the final
•PCONV value is considered in determining the number of
rounds fired. The evaluation method may be stochastic or
deterministic for AAKs. This is the only portion of the
Shoot Phase that offers a stochastic determination.
Otherwise the entire Shoot Phase is a deterministic process.
The methodology of the stochastic AAM evaluation
uses the classic Monte Carlo approach for each round of the
firing doctrine. The deterministic method for AAMs simply
compares the 'PCONV to reference probabilities and deletes
ail engagements with final * PCONV* values less tha 0.5
This is a very important consideration for the Data Base
Manager when deriving the numerous baseline 'PCONV* values
and modification factors. Assuming hat the final ' PCONV
values are reasonable representations of reality, h i final
Shoot Phase decision should yield reasonable results. It
should be clear now, how dependant the entire air battle
outcome is on the Sheet Phase evaluation of 'PCONV.
The rounds fired determination for aerial guns is
always deterministic. The 'PCONV value is used as a multi-
plicative factor. The maximum number of rounds that the
launcher can fire during the engagement is modified by the
'PCONV value. The result is that the launcher fires seme
percentage of its bullet load.
An alternate approach to the aerial gun evaluation
will simplify this portion of the Shoot Phase model and in
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turn, make the rounds fired determination for guns more
realistic. Most aerial gun systems fire a standard number
of rounds for each trigger squeeze, resulting in a or-sdic-
table maximum number of gun firings. If the standard number
of rounds fired is considered as a single salvo or burst and
the maximum number of gun firings is considered as the
number of weapons available, then the same firing doctrine
determination and weapon expenditure routines could be used
for aerial guns. Baseline 'PCONV' and •PKSS' values for
guns must then be based on a single burst rather than a
single round. Again, reasonable results depend entirely on
the «ECCNV' evaluation.
5. Weapon Time cf Flight
The actual Shoot Phase is complete following the
weapon expenditure determination. However, in order to
prepare for the Engagement Result Phase, the time delay
until weapon impact must be determined. The last portion of
the Shoot Phase modeling purports to calculate an approxi-
mate time cf flight (TOF) for -ach weapon. The actual
impact time used to schedule the Engagement Result Phase for
these engagements will be an average cf several weapon TOFs.
Clearly, thess calculations ought to be purely
deterministic.
The NHGS subroutina TIME_OF_FLIGHT supposedly evalu-
ates the ^argst aspect used for weapon launch and uses this
target aspect category, the weapon average speed and the
target speed for the TOF calculation. It would be most
realistic tc use the actual target aspect category at launch
if it were evaluated during the Shoot Phasa. Instead, the
model us=s either a deterministic method or a stochastic
method to determine the launch target aspect. The determin-
istic method simply chooses the most- effective target aspect
for that weapon. The stochastic method randomly selects the
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target aspect to be used. There is no basis for use of ~h c-
stochastic approach. It will only detract from any realism
in xhe mcdel.
Ey this time in the Shoot Phase model, if a weapon
has been launched, it should have been launched with a
desirable target aspect. And since the TOF and the ultimate
impact time calculation are approximations, if seems much
more reasonable to always use the most effective target
aspect fcr the calculation.
Table IV in Chapter II indicates thai
errors in the model's TO? calculations. The currently used
•delta' factor is the difference between the Head-on and
Tail-cn TOFs. The model's calculation of Forward-Quarter
and Fear-Quarter TOF adds the 'delta' factor to the Head-On
TOF. Clearly, this is not appropriate. A reasonable
approximation of the Forward-Quarter and Rear-Quarter TOF is
to add a fractional part of the current 'delta' factor to
the Head-On TOF. Fractional values of 0.3 and 0.7 respec-
tively will Drovide much more reasonable results. For the
Tail-cn case, when the missile average speed is less than
1.2 times the target speed, the model yields a TOF equal to
the Head-On case. A more reasonable result is obtained if
the 'FKSS' for that pair is set do zero in the
'air_air_pair' table. This will account for the fact that
the we a ocn has been fired an .1 never reach the target.
The same adjustment to 'PKSS' should be made for a weapon
whose calculated TOF is more then ten percent greater that
the data base maximum TOF for that weapon.
6. Summarv
The NWGS Shoot Phase approach to the evaluation of
the Conversion and Shoot components of the generalized air-
to-air engagement is extremely difficult to relate to
reality Fo: this reason
,
the adequacy of the model's
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output is also difficult to evaluate. Several suggestions
for Shoot Fhase improvements with regard to realism have
been discussed. However, the primary determining factor for
suitability of this phase of the nwgs air-to-air modeling
lies in the ability to provide reasonable representations of
the numerous parameters used by the Shoot Phase models.
As suggested throughout the Shoot Phase discussion,
the entire 'PCONV evaluation is an example of how arbitrary
parameter definitions can create difficult problems in data
bas^d models. The tse cf this type of aggregate effective-
ness factor is more appropriate to a macro level model where
the fcrces are aggregated and expected value modeling can
be used. The purpose for modeling individual platform
engagements in these routines becomes somewhat obscured by
using such techniques. If modeling the individual platform
is critical to the required level of detail, then iruch mere
cf the realistic detail is needed in this model. For the
greatest percentage of the NWGS use, platform versus plat-
form detail is net required.
The Shoot Phase and its PCONV evaluation prove to
be the driving forces in producing reasonable or unreason-
able results form the entire air-to-air engagement routine.
This tremendous dspendar.ee on the .collective data base
effectiveness values indicates ths need for devoted effort
to arrive at values tc satisfy the parameter definitions
specified by this study. Otherwise, the air-to-air engage-
ment models will never prcduce realistic or even reasonable
results.
D. NWGS ENGAGEMENT BESULT FHASZ EVALUATION
The NWGS Engagement Result Phase correlates very well to
the generalized air-to-air engagement component of
Engagement Outcome. This component of an individual
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air-to-air engagement represents the evaluation of the
specific -weapon's performance from launch to targst inter-
cept and includes target damage assessment. The weapon
performance evaluation is expressed in terms of weapon prob-
ability to kill.
In a highly aggregated macro level modal where the
outputs of interest are the number of survivors on each side
following the air battle, probabilities of kill are blended
into relative effectiveness values. This allows the model
to produce expected value results. A more detailed level of
model which executes individual piatf orm-tc-platf orm engage-
ments will evaluate the weapon probability of kill for each
weapon firing to decide the engagement result.
In the actual air-to-eir engagement arena, there is also
a potential for damaged aircraft which may n be consid-
ered partially out of action. Generally, only very detailed
models will attempt to model this aspect of battle damage
assessment.
There are several important contributing factors that
influence a weapon's probability of kill for an individual
engagement. These factors are:
Weapon Guidance System Reliability,
Weapon Fusing/Detonation Reliability,
Fire Control Support Reliability,




Target Size, Speed, Altitude
All cf these factors will sufficiently distinguish the
difference tetween aircraft and cruise missile target types.
In the short range visual arena, target aircraft maneuver-
ability becomes a very significant contributor to the final
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probability of kill when the target knows it has beer, fired
at.
Tha Engagement Besult Phase of the NWGS air-tc-air
engagement ccdels considers almost all of the above factors
in its weapon performance evaluation. The model's evalua-
tion is based on the launcher- weapon baseline single shot
probability of kill ( , PKSS I ) against a specified targe-
type. This baseline •PKSS 1 value is modified by effective-
ness values representing seme of the factors listed above.
All factors °xcept the weapon target aspect/- arget maneuver-
ability factor are ussd in a reasonable manner. It is not
clsar whether the fire control support reliability is
included in the evaluation.
The Engagement Besult Phase is repeatedly activated for
each scheduled average weapon impact time during the subject
air battle. Th^s^ evaluations are performed for engagements
over the entire possible launcher-target range spectrum. No
special previsions are contained in the model to account for
the short range air battle evaluations where the contrib-
uting factors may differ.
The NWGS Engagement Result Phase uses the classic condi-
tional probability product sequence approach to determine
.gageme: :r. progress, 'his
weapon perf craance evaluation is performed in exactly th ;
same way or aircraft and cruis; missile tarqets. The
determination cf the actual probability of target destruc-
tion is slightly different between the aircraft and cruise
missile target models. These differences are discussed in
more detail later. Eoth models offer a deterministic and a
Monte Carlo approach to the target destruction determina-
tion. Cruise missile targets and single engine aircraft
targets can only be destroyed cr undamaged. Larger aircraft




The following chapter subsections provide discussion of
specific ar^as of interest involved in the Engagement Rssult
Phase modeling. These comments assume that the inputs to
this Phase provided by the Shoot Phase are reasonable and
that no adjustments need to be made here for Sheet Phase
problems.
1. Easeline 'PKSS*
The baseline 'PKSS' values which are provided by the
NWGS data base are the most critical parameters contributing
to this modeling phase. The data base has the capability to
provide unigue 'PKSS' vaiues for every launcher and weapon
comoir.ation against each of several different target types.
Per aircraf 4- targets, two speed and three siz 3 categories
are available. For cruise missile targets, three speed and
four altitude categories are available.
This classification approach provides tremendous
flexibility to the racd=i and should allow the user the
opportunity to observe the effects of various target types
en the engagement outcome. Currently, the •PKSS* values in
the data case appear rather aroitrary and the capability for
weapon uniqueness is not utilized. Ail of the air-to-air
missiles have the saire set of values as do the gun systems.
As discussed earlier, it is the NAVY's responsibility to
provide the values fcr the data base. However, before this
can be dene, it is imperative that the exact definition of
the baseline 'PKSS' parameter used in the model is known.
In this model. the basaim* PKSS 1 must be define
as a conditional probability of kill. Specifically defined,
it is the probability that a single salvo of the particular
weapon, with the fire control support of the specified
launcher, will kill a target of the specified type, given
that it has guided, fused and detonated successfully.
Without the launcher's fire control factor included, -<- e--.
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if nc reason to associate the weapon with the particular
launcher. However, this method provides a way to account
for fire control supper- from the launcher without evalu-
ating an additional factor. In is quite important to keep
in mind the above definition when deriving values for the
data base. Otherwise, the model will produce totally
unrealistic results.
Availability of data for the required derivation of
baseline 'PKSS' values is a much more promising preposition
then = +V o • PCONV case Weapon performance data
allied weapons is available through analyses of weapon
firing reports as well as Test and Evaluation reports.
However, adequate data for analysis of the 18 target varia-
tions for each launcher-weapon combination, are certainly
net available. The appropriate analysis will most likely
require engineering and phencmenological weapon firing
simulation.
2. jPKSS' Modification Factors
The NWGS Engagement Result Phase modeling currently
incorporates seven modification factors for the final evalu-
ation of each weapon 'PKSS' . Each factor is represented as
a conditional probability or effectiveness and used as a
multiplier to influence the total 'PKSS 1 calculation. These
values will therefore, have either a degrading effect on the
weapon baseline » PKSS' or no effect at ail. The factors
considered by both the Aircraft and Cruise Missile
Engagement Result Phases during 'PKSS 1 evaluation are:
• Weapon Guidance Reliability,
• Weapon Reliability,
• Environs enfai Effects,
• Target Aspect Effects
,
• ICVECCM Effects,
• Guidance Required until Impact.
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An important factor in the short, range engagement evalua-
tion, particularly for aircraft targets when they know that
they have been fired at, is their ability tc maneuver
defensively
.
As in the Sheet Phase 'PCONV factor determination,
the actual effectiveness values for the above factors are
accessed as data base parameter values. Therefore, the
availability of the required data, the factor suitability
and the model's approach to their application = re the focal
points of the following discussions.
a. Reliability Factors
The Engagement Result Phase accesses the two
weapon specific reliability values from the weapon property
tables of the NWGS data base. Weapon guidance reliability
refers tc the weapon's inner guidance mechanism. The weapon
reliability then must represent the weapon's internal
arming, fusing and detonation mechanisms. These factors
have no relation tc the launcher aircraft or its fire
contrcl system. The combination of these two factors with
baseline 'PKSS' value yields a weapon probability of kill
that batter represents the Fleet operational concept of
probability of kill. Since the same two values are always
paired together, it sepis reasonable to combine the values
for each weapon intc an overall weapon reliability. For
more simplicity, the values could be included in the base-
line 'PKSS' tables without adversely affecting the model.
b. Environmental Factor
The subroutine WEATHER_CHSCK is called during
the Shc:x Pnase to evaluate the current game environmental
effects on both 'PCONV' and weapon performance. The envi-
ronmental effects on weapon performance are provided by the
weapen property tables of the NWGS data base and are applied
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+ o the '?KSS f calculation during the Engagement Result
Phase. The model evaluates the relative cloud and precipi-
tation densities and selects the effectiveness factor for
probability of kill that reflects the appropriate degrada-
tion to weapon performance. The model's evaluation is
performed in a reasonable manner. However, determining the
appropriate effectivess values for each air-to-air weapon
given particular cloud or rain density situations, is a
significant task. An analysis of the various weather
effects on each weapon type must be performed ir. terms of
'PKSS 1 degradation if reasonable representations ar= to be
expected over all.
c. Target Aspect Effects
The NWGS Engagement Result Phase application of
launch target aspect effectiveness is operationally
improper. Like the Shoot Phase time-of-flight application
.
-C * a -
,
'.enar* either the aspect with maximum weapon
effectiveness is selected or a random ascec* is used. The
use of maximum effectiveness for ail cases denies the player
observation of any variation in results due to engagement
geometry. The random aspect method has the potential to
totally obscure any realism that does exist. Therefore,
this evaluation must be improved or it should be eliminated
all together.
In the Shoot Phase discussion of intercept and
engagement geometry, it was pointed out that during the
Engagement Outcome component of the air-to-air engagement,
the weapon targe* aspect greatly af facts the actual weapon
performance. This is true for weapon target aspect at both
launch time and at weapon intercept time. For long range
engagement, the target aspect at weapon launch time should
be evaluated by the Shoot Phase model prior to the shoot
decision. If this check is performed, then the appropriate
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aspect effectiveness factor may be used in the 'PK3S' modi-
fication. The close range engagements and the air ccmbat
maneuvering environment are too dynamic to model adequately
at this lavs! of detail. Therefore, it is suggested that
fcr the short range weapon performance evaluation, the
target relative maneuverability be used in place of the
weapon aspect effectiveness.
The weapon target aspect at weapon intercept
time is determined primarily by the target aircraft: after
the weapon has been launched. Defensive maneuvering on the
part of the target will most cften adversely affect target
aspect fcr the weapon. Performance of a defensive maneuver
is determined by the target's maneuverability and whether or
not he knows that he has been fired at. It can be assumed
for modeling purposes that fcr the long range engagements,
targets will not perform defensive maneuvers. However, for
the short range case, perhaps defensive maneuvering capabil-
ities and target knowledge of attack should be incorporated.
An added benefit cf employing relative maneuverability
factors is ability tc more realistically represent the air
ccmbat maneuvering or Dog fight arena cf air- x c-air
engagements.
The availability cf data for determining reason-
able weapon aspect effectiveness and relative maneuver-
ability factors is more promising than for most ether
parameters. Weapon firing simulations and numerous aircraft
performance comparison studies are available to generate the
appropriate data for such an analysis.
d. SCM/ECCM Effects
The NWGS Engagement Result Phase performs the
EC1 and ECC^ effectiveness factor determination and their
probabilistic application in a very satisfactory manner.
The subroutine M30_EW is used to evaluate the weapon
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specific susceptibility to target ECM supper- and the Weap-
on's ECCM capabilities against -chat ECM. ECM frequency,
chaff arc decoys are evaluated. If the ECM and ECCM ars
determined to be effective, each weapon type has a pair of
effectiveness values representing ECM effectiveness and ECCM
capability which are accesssad from the data base and used
to modify the 'PKSS « .
The model's ECM/SCCM evaluation dees not distin-
guish between self-screen and stand-off screen targets. The
difference between the twe types of jammer support are
important, but are most critical in the Detection and
Targeting components.
The determination of representative ECM and ECCM
effectiveness values is a critical task that has not been
solved. There are numerous factors that contribute to the
impact any given jamming scenario has on detection,
targeting and weapon performance. Therefore, without elabo-
rate simulation analysis, commonly used and accepted past
analytical results may be the best source for this data.
e. Guidance to Impact Check:
The final 'PKSS' factor evaluated by the
Engagement Result Phase is check :o insure that the
launcher aircraft has net been destroyed. This check is
performed only for weapons that require guidance, such as a
semi-active radar guided missile. When such a weapon's
launcher aircraft is destroyed before weapon impact, the
final 'FH3S' value is degraded by a factor of 0.5. In
reality, when this type of weapon loses its guidance infor-
mation, it becomes a ballistic missile and may even be
internally instructed to detonate. In either case, the
degradation factor should probably ba weapon specific and
based on its flight profile and average range. A long range
missile with a maneuvering profile should be degraded much
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mora that 0.5. A short range straight flying missile
against a large Target might perform well. On the average
for simplicity, a 0.5 degradation might yield acceptable
its.
3. Carnage Assessment
The damage assessment portion of the Engagement
Result Phase modeling for both aircraft and cruise missile
targets is by far the most appropriate and well done part of
the entire air-to-air engagement models package. The final
model output depends greatly on the prior evaluation of
'PKSS* for each engagement pair. Assuming that the executed
engagement and subseguent *PKSS' evaluations are reasonable,
the damage assessment routine will produce very reasonable
results.
The cruise nissile Engagement Result Phase inter-
nally performs a very straight forward kill/no kill evalua-
tion for each encaged pair. It does not accumulate 'PKSS'
for engagement pairs with the same target.
The aircraft Engagement Result Phase calls the
aircraft battle damage assessment subroutine M26_AC3DA to
perform a rruch more sophisticated evaluation. Engagement
pairs with the same targets are compounded. Their indi-
vidual 'PKS3* values are pr obabiiisticly combined for a
cumulative probability of target destruction. The model
scales the cumulative probability of destruction by a random
uniform (-.2,. 2) factor based on the uniform (0,1), random
number drawn for comparison to the probability of destruc-
tion. The basis for this adjustment is not clear. However,
it is an appealing method for scaling down the effect of
randomness in this Mcnte Carlo evaluation.
Small single engine aircraft may only be killed or
not killed. Larger aircraft may also be destroyed by the
initial Monte Carlo evaluation. However, depending on
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further comparison of the probability of destruction and the
reference probability, the larger aircraft may be left
undamaged or it may enter a more detailed damage evaluation.
The detailed evaluation will downgrade specific weapons and
sensors en i> V /*« O T T* f^ V fi 4»J» The detail is more than aroro-
priate for the overall detail cf the engagement mollis, but




The NWGS Engagement Result Phase, for both target
types, provides a very reasonable approach and suitable
modeling for this phase of air-to-air engagements. This is
the mest realistic and representative portion of the NWGS
air-tc-air engagement modeling. One area that must be
improved is the application of target aspect effectiveness
in the 'rKSS' evaluation. The short range engagemen ar en a
also needs to be more clearly defined and evaluated using
mere appropriate attributes. The battle damage assessment
modeling is superb. However, it may not be appreciated if
reasonable results can net be obtained up to the point where
the battle damage assessment takes affect.
The concern for reasonable results at any point in
the NWGS air-to-air engagement modeling is a major problem
throughout the air tattle models. The problem is related
primarily to deriving representative effectiveness values
fcr parameters in the NWGS data base. The Engagement Result
Phase is relatively free of this difficulty. The required
analyses and data sources are available fcr baseline 'PKSS',
weapon target aspect effectiveness, relative aircraft maneu-
verability and weapon reliabilities. The environmental
effects and ECM/ECCM effects are the weakest measures of
effectiveness and are not as clearly defined. Finally, the
cutput from this phase cf modeling can only be as good as




Through the Naval War College Center for War Gaming, the
Computer Sciences Corporation provided five NWGS support
documents as reference material for this study. Portions of
these documents related to the study's area of interest were
referred to throughout the air-to-air engagement model exam-
ination. The documents include:
• The Ccmmand Staff Users Manual,
• The Student Training Course Guide and Video Tape,
• The Program Performance Specification,
• The Program Description Document,
• The Program Design Manual.
In addition, some program description documentation is
contained in comment tlccks within the PL/I procedures them-
selves. The following discussions contain brief description
and qualitative evaluation of these documents with respect
to their usefulness.
The Command and Staff Us=:s Manual, (CSUM) [ Ref . 5], is
a very general overview and description of the Naval Warfare
Gaming System hardware and approach concepts. It contains a
very cursory discussicn of player and umpire system inter-
face. The CSUM provides very good general information
concerning the NWGS system and its use for an individual who
is totally unfamiliar with it. It is adequate for player
introduction to NWGS. Operator manuals are available for
the detailed description of operator and umpire interaction
with NWGS through specific equipment. These manuals are not
included in this repcrt.
The Student Training Course (STC) consists of the Guide
[Ref. 3] and the Video Tape [Ref. 4] in which the NWGS
senior designer uses the course guide to explain the system
to personnel at the Center for War Gaming. The Guide itself
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is difficult -co affectively use without the accompanying
Video Tape. The course is a generalized description of NWGS
functional opera-ion with emphasis on both models and the
reasons for a particular design approach. The STC discusses
the air-to-air engagement modeling only superficially. Host
of the questions raised in this study's evaluation are not
addressed. The Course Guide and Video Tape in conjunction
provide a complete introduction to NWGS design and general
model capabilities for the interested person. However, the
Course was originally conducted over a one week time frame.
The STC provided much insight to understanding the War
Gaming System design, but did net provide adequate detail
for model evaluation.
The Frcaram Performance Specification (FPS) [Ref. 1 ] is
the most general of the program description documents. It
contains brief descriptions of the general functions
provided in the various model arias and very simplified
function diagrams for each of the modeling environments.
Input parameters and required output quantities ere given ir.
this occument
.
During system develcpm* and design
approval, The P?S would have been important to evaluate the
planned system functional design and basic operation. The
usefulness of this document now that system development is
well past the design stages is doubtful. The detail
required to evaluate the actual modeling techniques and the
application of evaluated parameters is not contained in this
document
.
The two documents most relevant NWGS model and
algorithff descriptions are the Program Description Document
(PDD) [Ref. 2], and the Program Design Manual (PDM)
[Ref. 6].
The FDD contains the basic processing logic for each
procedure and describes the procedure's associated data base
parameters, the procedure's usage and the system interfaces.
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It gives each model's general task description ar.d a
detailed algorithmic description for every system procedure.
This document is a computer program configuration item and
has the potential to be the ultimate authority defining the
NWGS routines.
The actual PL/I program coda was created following
approval of the FDD. It appears, at least in the area of
air-to-air engagement models, that the FDD has net been
updated for design changes that have been incorporated.
There are a number cf major differences between the FDD
procedure algorithms and the actual PL/I coding.
Incompleteness and differences also exist in the FDD in the
area of subroutines utilization and data base parameters
accessed. This document should be the ultimate model docu-
mentation authority. It is currently inaccurate enough in
specific areas to be very misleading and confusing. The
NWGS Model Manger's goal should be a totally updated FDD for
system documentation.
The Program Design Manual (PDM) is the most recent docu-
ment, dated April 1983. In is vary limited in scope, but
contains the latest description of specific aspects of the
NWGS models. Many parameter definitions given in the FDM
remain unclear and confusing. However, this document
provided the most accurate modeling information available
for the NWGS. A more complete and precise PDM along with an
updated FDD would provide the necessary complete documenta-
tion cf NWGS models and design concepts.
The descriptive documentation within the FL/I computer
code is accurate and very informative in almost ail cases
where it is provided. Occasionally, as in the aircraft and
cruise missile engagement procedures, program description is
duplicated making it inappropriate for the specific proce-
dure. Th« descriptive documentation provided in the data
base structure declarations is particularly helpful for
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analyzing the routines. This type of documentation is very
helpful to programmers end model evaluators. An effort




IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter provides the overall recommendations and
conclusions derived from this study of the NWGS air-tc-air
engagement procedures. It is divided into four sec-ions
including Model Evaluation Conclusions, Specific
Recommendations, General Recommendations and Study
Conclusions. As in the Chapter III evaluation, recommenda-
tions and conclusions discussed in this chapter do not
distinguish between *v, get
procedures except when the differences are relevant. In
general, all comments concerning these procedures are valid
for both target types.
A. MODEL EVALUATION CONCLUSIONS
This study confirms that the NWGS level two air-to-air
engagement routines, as they currently execute, will not
produce reasonable results for war games. This does not
imply that the entire air-to-air engagement module needs to
be reconstructed. Certain aspects of the models, particu-
larly the Engagement Result Phase and its aircraft battle
damage assessment routine, are superbly done. Th = logical
processes of the Targeting Phase are also extremely effec-
tive at accomplishing the idealized target allocation that
they are designed to do. With the exception of a few minor
coding errors, all probability applications, equations and
logic evaluations contain ad throughout the four phases of
engagement execution are used correctly.
Several problem areas of varying degrees of severity
have teen identified during the evaluation portion of this
study. Although the specific data base values were not
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evaluated by this study, it has become apparent that a major
reason that these routines are unusable today is due to the
improper assignment of many of the data base parameter
values. Other problems areas relate primarily to the NWGS
unrealistic approach to air-to-air engagements. Specific
areas for application of suggested improvements are given in
the next section of this chapter. This section is dedicated
to the mere general findings of the study.
Throughout the evaluation, there are three general
topics that repeatedly demand attention. They are the NWGS
approach to air-to-air engagements, parameter definition/
data base values and program documentation. The following
chapter subsections provide conclusive comments concerning
these aspects of the NWGS level two air-to-air routines.
1 • ^22^2.12-i £2. Air2l2l hLt. ^H2a££HIki. Modeling
The overall NWGS approach to modeling the air-to-air
engagement arena ices not represent an appropriately real-
istic sequencing of events. It is understood that modeling
techniques often require an approach which is not completely
realistic. However, at some point in such a model, suitable
evaluations must be applied to reflect reasonable considera-
tion of the realistic factors. This requirement fcr suit-
able evaluations is not accomplished adequately by these
NWGS models.
In the NWGS models, at a given separation range, the
Targeting Phase creates the optimized all knowing target
allocaticns. Then the Shoot Phase is responsible for
applying all of the realism of the scenario and thereby
eliminating the unlikely allocations. Both the Targeting
Phase allocation and the Shoot Phase evaluations occur a -1-
the selected weapon's launch point. After the shoot Phase
executes tne selected engagements, the Engagement Result
Phase evaluates each weapon's performance and the subsequent
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target damage. Although this approach is not. totally real-
istic, it initially appears to have some merit. However,
its weakness is demonstrated through the Shoot Phase evalua-
tions. These evaluations fail to address the most critical
factors for determining if and when a weapon launch opportu-
nity will occur. Factors such as detection status, jamming,
target density and engagement geometry are all critical and
are neglected by the NWGS Shoot Phase.
It is also important that the air-to-air engagement
models ara supposedly designed to simulate all types of air
battles. These types may include the Outer Air Battle
portion of the Anti- Air- War fare problem, the Strike Escort
versus defending aircraft problem or ^he visual identifica-
tion to air combat maneuvering scenario. model all of
these with a single simulation that considers platform-to-
platform engagements, a distinction must be made between
long range engagements and the short range arena. These
models dc not make such a distinction.
As outlined in Chapter III, any model cf the
air-tc-arr rngagement arena should use the five compone
of the generalized air battle as its underlying structure.
The components include Detection, Weapon Assignment,
Conversion, Shoot and Engagement Outcome. These components
and their internal subcomponents are particularly important
mwhen the mcfei level of detail implies platform-to-platf orn
engagement evaluation.
2. Data 3a se Values and Parameter Definitions
The NWGS concepts and general applications of data
based modeling are extremely effective. They should provide
the flexibility required in a system which services such an
extreme variety of objectives. However, the advantages cf
data base modeling have been misused in certain areas cf the
NWGS air-tc-air engagement models. The shoot Phase modeling
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appears to be particularly ha spared with arbitrary
unclear parameter definitions.
The type of data desired for data base modeling is
definitive data. It should represent clearly defined para-
meters and describe specific items, such as weapon systems,
platforms and environments. Definitive data refers to
"hard" data or measurable values such as weight, wing span,
radar operating frsguency, effective ranges or cloud
heights. The major advantage of a properly used data based
medal is the scenario and input parameter flexibility
achieved without altering the model itself. Models that
utilize definitive data in their data bases can be clearly
evaluated as reasonable or unreasonable, solely by evalu-
ating the application of the parameters. when many of the
parameters ara defined as arbitrary effectiveness values and
compounded representations of probabilities, the data base
flexibility is being misused.
The appropriate application of effectiveness values
and prorabilities in themselves perfectly acceptable.
Hcwever, the parameters that they represent must be clearly
defined. The NWGS Shoot Phase modeling is a significant
weakness of the entire air-to-air engagement routine because
of its excessive application of arbitrarily defined para-
meters. The •PCONV 1 parameter in particular, is an
extremely difficult parameter to represent.
A serious consideration which surfaced during the
evaluation cf the Shoot Phase modeling is the question of
the zeguired level cf model detail. The Shoot Phase uses
some parameters that appear to be the typ a of aggregate
effectiveness factors which would be used in a less detailed
macro level model. The detail implied by the Engagement
Result Phase modeling leads one to believe that the overall
model results are very precise. Knowing that the Shoot
; hase modeling is very imprecise makes it d: o know
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what is represented by the engagement results. The current
actual level of detail provided by the level twc models
might be more effectively achieved through an aggregated
model.
Host of the current data base parameter values
remain from the initial unclassified installation cf NWGS.
For this reason, all of the data base values involved with
air-to-air engagement models should be evaluated and veri-
fied usirg the specific parameter definitions provided in
Chapter III of this study.
3 • Program Documentation
The basic ingredients for a thorough documentation
package for the NWGS models are already in existence. The
Program Description Document and the program imbedded
comment blocks provided by the Computer Sciences Corporation
have the potential to provide ail of the necessary model
documentation. Much cf the existing documentation however,
has been shown to be cut of data. The specific model docu-
mentation for the level two air-to-air engagement models is
currently inadequate. The narrative dsscript ions , the para-
meter definitions and the variable usages do not match the
current procedures. The documentation within the ?L/I code
is generally accurate but is incomplete and occasionally
unclear. Improvements are required in these areas before
the documentation will be useful to any investigator.
B. SPECIFIC RECCHHEHEATIONS
Recommendations provided in this section are aimed at
improving the realism and r easonabiiity of the existing NWGS
level twc air-to-air engagement modeling. All suggestions
are made with the idea cf minimal model reconstruction in
mini. Since thorough evaluation, discussion and suggestions
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concerning the modal problem areas ara provided in Chapter
III, completely detailed recommendations are not given here.
However, references to chapter III subsections are included.
Specific recommendations are provided under -their applicable
engagement execution phase.
1- Target in g Phase
a. Provide a subroutine similar to M30_PROXIMITY
which uses Slant-Range calculations for launcher-
target range determination instead of great-circle
ranging. (Ill S-2)
t. Add coding that will exclude the target mission
weighting factor from the 'MAX* calculation when the
targeting range is greater than visual range.
Continue use of weighting factors when targeting
range is within visual range. Let the visual range
cutoff be eight miles. (Ill 3-3)
c. Add coding that will account for high target
density. In long ranga cases, when several target
platforms are contained within a single track, treat
them as unr esclvabie. Limit the number of platforms
within such a track that are eligible for targeting.
(Ill 3)
Reconstruct the calculations of la un cher-to-
tar get look-up and look -down to reflect degrees of
elevation frcir the horizon. The data base weapon
specific look-up and look-down limitations must be
corrected to the appropriate degr=e limits. This
check is to be used only in the long range cases and
bypassed for the short range engagements. Insure
that the logical evaluation of these limits is
performed correctly. (Ill 3-4)
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e. Make use of the unused variable 'det^rr.g 1
,
defined as detection range, contained in the
• air_air_pair* structure. (Ill 3-5)
f. Provide a subroutine similar tc M30_ev that will
evaluate the launcher aircraft radar system suscep-
tibility to ECM. Evaluate self -screening and
stand-off jammers and provide the reduced maximum
effective radar detection ranges as weapon limita-
tions for the Shoot Phase evaluation. (Ill 3-5)
g. Bypass the Multi-targeting segment of the
Targeting Phase when the target of interest is a
self screening jammer or supported by a jammer
within the sane track. (Ill 3-6)
Shoot Ph ase
a. Perform a thorough analysis to determine repre-
sentative values for the baseline probability of
conversion * rCONV tables. Th% following definition
eppliss. Baseline 'PCONV is the probability that
the particular launcher aircraft type detects a
single non-maneuvering target of the specified type
in a clear environs en* and maneuvers to a satisfac-
tory launch position for the selected weapon. This
value assumes that the fire control and weapons
system are functioning adequately. it is important
tc realize that the current model in the determin-
istic mode will cancel any engagement pairing with a
final modified 'PCONV less than 0.5. (Ill c-1)
t. Evaluate and combine the weapon system
control reliability and launcher reliability .ra-
ireters for each launcher aircraft and weapon system
combination. The single values should represent the
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overall reliability of the launcher aircraft ana
weapon system with respect to performance of the
conversion tc launch position and a successful
weapon launch. (Ill C-2a)
c. Determine the appropriate effectiveness values
for the ' PCCNV modification factors vector assis-
tance and weather effects. For vector assistance,
evaluate the concept of variabla effectiveness
factors for different launcher aircraft types being
suppor te d.
d. Add coding tc perform the actual launch target
aspect evaluation for long range engagements.
Application of the four general target aspect-
categories is sufficient. adjust the weapon maximum
effective range based on the target aspect category
and the appropriate target aspect category cutoff
limits to influence the shoot decision. (Ill C-2e)
e. Provide an additional 'PCONV modification
factor to be used only for short range engagements.
The factor shculd represent the relative launcher-
target maneuverability which influences the launch-
er's ability t c gain a launch position. If
possible, also consider the influences of firs -1:,
detection, simultaneous detection and no detection
en the pert of the target. (Ill C-2e,f)
Redefine the application of the ' rounds_f ired'
: function exactly asdetermination for aerial guns
for air-to-air missiles. Define a single gun firing
as a burst of a standard number of rounds and d c fine
the gun system rounds availaoie as the number of
standard burst available. (Ill C-a)
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g. Reconstruct the subroutine TIME_OF_FLIGHT to
utilize the actual launch target: aspect category.
Correct the TO? approximations using fractional
•delta 1 factors. Also, if it is determined that the
weapon will net reach the target, set the PKSS for
that engagement to zero. (Ill C-5)
3- Eng agement Result
a. Analyze and provide the appropriate baseline
•PKSS 1 values for both aircraft and cruise missile
probability of kill tables. The values should
reflect the relative capabilities of the various
weapons. The analysis must consider the following
definition. Each baseline 'PKSS' is the conditional
probability that a single salvo of the firsd weapon,
with the fire control support of the specific
a^launcher aircraft type, will kill the speci
target type given that the weapon has guided, fused
and detonated successfully. (Ill D-1)
b. Analyze and combine the weapon guidance reli-
ability and weapon reliability into a single weapon
specific reliability factor which
-
-t- resents *.he
overall reliability of the weapon's infernal mecha-
nisms. It is also recommended that these values be
incorporated into the base! ins 'PKSS 5 tables to
account for the conditional portion of the baseline
•PKSS 1 . (Ill D-2a)
c. Analyze and provide the appropriate weapon
specific target aspect effectiveness values that
will account for effects on weapon performance due
to launch target aspect. (Ill D-2c)
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d. Reconstruct the launch target aspect evaluation
segment of the Engagement Result Phase tc utilize
the actual target aspect category in modifying
'PKSS' fcr lcng range engagements. (Ill D-2c)
or the short ar.ge engagements, bypass the
af f ect iveness andapplication of target aspec i
determine the targets capability tc perform a defen-
sive maneuver by examining the target platform's
relative maneuverability. (Ill D-2c)
f. Analyze and provide appropriate weapon specific
ECM and SCCtf effectiveness values. These values
should represent the IC'A effect on weapon perform-
ance and the weapon's ECCM capability to counter the
ECCM.
U
. Document at ion
a. Update the procedure narratives and the variable
usage and definitions contained in the Prcaram
Description Document (PDD) . (Ill I)
fc. Complete and verify the documentation comment
blocks contained within the procedures FL/I code.
Deduce the discussions of design concepts within
these procedures.
C. GENERAL RECOHHEHEftTIONS
The general recommendations proposed in this section are
intended for NWGS lcng range improvement plans. They are
applicable to all NWGS engagement models, but are discussed
here in terms of the air-to-air engagements arena. The
recommendations focus on the system design concept cf model
families which simulate identical environments, but utilize
varying levels of detail. Three levels of air-tc-air
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engagement modeling should ultimately be provided by MWGS to
adequately account for its varying application objectives.
1 Level One
The NWGS level one air-to-air engagement models
should provide the systems lowest level of detail and be
utilized for large scale global and theater level war games.
This modeling should be accomplished through the careful
application of a highly aggregated macro lev si model which
produces classic expected value results. Such a model will
provide simplified air strike versus defending aircraft
force encounter evaluation in a single computer program
iteration. Any number of associated factors may be evalu-
ated and applied to this type of model. The appropriate
inputs for this level one model are the numbers and types of
platfcrms on opposing sides. 'he required cutouts for this
level of &
'
.re the number of strike olafforms survivina
the air battle and the surviving defending aircraft. The
strike platform output will then be the input for the
surface-to-air engagement model. This recommended level one
model design is perfectly suited for the large scale global
level of conflict frequently used for the CWG war games.
The current NWGS level one air-to-air engagement
model, although not thoroughly evaluated by this study,
appears to be extremely similar to the level two model. The
identical targeting procedure is used for individual target
platform allocation and the remaining phases of execution
are simplified only by the omission of ECM/ECCM and vector
assistance factors. The target battle damage is determined
simply as kill or no kill fcr all target types. This is not




The NWGS level two air-to-air engagement modeling
has been very thoroughly criticized in this study. In a
three level of detail system, the middle level inevitably
becomes a compromise between a totally basic and a totally
detailed model. This causes difficulty for the mo i 2.
builder from the outset. Much of this study's criticism
focuses on improvements in the model realism. It should be
noted that the assume-3 degree of required realism is rather
subjective. The proper application of the recommendations
made by this study will make the NWGS level two model suit-
able for ths intermediate level of detail. A further recom-
mendation discussed in subsection A-2 of this chapter
suggests scire aggregation of the lsvel two models. This
typ° cf model reconstruction, would definitely impact the
program execution time without any less of detail.
3 . Isv^i Three
The potential use of NWGS as a research, analytical
and tactics evaluation tool dictates that level three
engageni^n^ models must ultimately be provided for NWGS. The
NWGS l^vel three kinematics modeling currently provides
satisfactory + rack movement for very detailed engagement
evaluation. The NWGS data base currently maintains the
track parameters necessary for any geometric or trigonome-
tric evaluation that iray be required cf a level three model.
The implication of platform-to-platform engagement evalua-
he use of the most complete detail possible.ions dictates
A NWGS level :.ir ee air-to-eir engagement model
should utilize ail available NWGS models to simulate actual
sensors, detections and kinematics. This mccei must
consider actual intercept geometry, launcher and target
performance, and the gecmetric implications of jammer
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positioning or. detections as well as weapon perf crmarce.
Most phenomenon at this level should be evaluated using
engineering and phencmenalogical models. The difficulties
cf modeling tha close in air combat maneuvering arena will
still exist and will most likely require special handling.
The currant data base structure provides fcr 3icsx of the
parameters required fcr level three modeling.
The level three model, as described here, will b^
appropriate for war gaming cnly when this level of detail is
absolutely required. War games whose purpose it is to eval-
uate current and proposed tactics at the unit versus unit
level definitely require this level of detail.
D. STUDY CONCLUSIONS
Since the Naval warfare Gaming System installation at
the Naval War College, in early 1983, the Center for War
Gaming has r xsrcised NWG5 over its entira capability spec-
trum. It was soon discovered that many of tha engagement
routines were not producing the expected results. Further
investigation indicated that tha existing documentation was
inadequate to froubleshcot the problems. Since that time, a
dedicated effort to evaluate and validate the NWGS medals
has been ongoing.
This study of the NWGS air-to-air engagement models
confirms that these models will not produce reasonable
engagement results. This finding alone is not particularly
important. However, through the thorough examination of the
actual PI/I computer code, cempiate and accurate procedure
and model descr ipticr.s for the existing ngage-
irent routines are provided. In addition, the close examina-
tion and evaluation of the level two models resulted in
several specific and general recommendations for model
improvements while identifying major problem areas in tha
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data tase. Management of the NWGS Data 3ase will contir.u-:
to be an extremely sigr.i f leant task and will certainly
continue tc require a tremendous amount of dedicated analyt-
ical effort.
Although fairly substantial changes and additions are
recommended for the models, their implementation will
provide adequate realism for any intermediate level war
gaming analysis. This study*s general recommendations for
level one and level three models an e considered very crit-
ical to the long ranee mission of NWGS. An aggregate model
is the only way that adequate air-to-air engagement modeling
can he provided for the large scale global war games
frequently played today. And if NWGS is ever intended for
use in tactics development and evaluation or for tactical
operational training proposed level three model is
absolutely necessary.
The intention of this study is to help further the causa
ana acceptance or computerized war gaming, ;y contributing
to the ongoing NWGS model evaluation and validation efforts,
that goal is accomplished. Implementation of the this
study's specific recommendations will allow use of the level
two air-to-air engagement models for intermediate levels of
gam^ play. applications of NWGS for many of its game
objectives can now ba enhanced through improved realism and
reasonableness in game output with respect to the air-to-air
arena. This work will assist ethers in recommendation




PROCEDURE AND SUBROUTINE FLOW CHARTS
This appendix contains rhs completely detailed flow
charts for the relevant procedures and subroutines making up
the NWGS Air-to- Air Engagement Module.
M 19_AC_AC_TGTING 135
TARGETING PHASE SUBROUTINES 140
M20_AC_AC_2 150
SHOOT PHASE 150
ENGAGEMENT RESULT PHASE.. 155
FREE LAUNCHERS PHASE 159
ENGAGEMENT S UBFOUTINSS 160-163
M26_ACEDA_2 169
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BASIC MODEL GENERALIZED FLOW CHARTS
This appendix contains flew charts describing the
general modal flow cf the the N5JGS Air-tc-Air engagement
mod?ls. Models fcr subroutines that are easily followed in
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